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U.S. Northern Command  

U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) was established Oct. 1, 2002 to 
provide command and control of Department of Defense (DOD) homeland 
defense efforts and to coordinate defense support of civil authorities. 
USNORTHCOM defends America's homeland — protecting our people, 
national power, and freedom of action. 

USNORTHCOM’s specific mission: 

USNORTHCOM anticipates and conducts Homeland Defense and Civil 
Support operations within the assigned area of responsibility to defend, 
protect, and secure the United States and its interests  

USNORTHCOM’s AOR includes air, land and sea approaches and 
encompasses the continental United States, Alaska, Canada, Mexico and 
the surrounding water out to approximately 500 nautical miles. It also 
includes the Gulf of Mexico, the Straits of Florida, portions of the 
Caribbean region to include The Bahamas, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin 
Islands. The commander of USNORTHCOM is responsible for theater 
security cooperation with Canada, Mexico, and The Bahamas.  

USNORTHCOM consolidates under a single unified command existing 
missions that were previously executed by other DOD organizations. This 
provides unity of command, which is critical to mission accomplishment. 

USNORTHCOM plans, organizes and executes homeland defense and civil 
support missions, but has few permanently assigned forces. The 
command is assigned forces whenever necessary to execute missions, as 
ordered by the president or secretary of defense. 

Civil service employees and uniformed members representing all service 
branches work at USNORTHCOM’s headquarters located at Peterson Air 
Force Base in Colorado Springs, Colo. 

The commander of USNORTHCOM also commands the North American 
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD), a bi-national command 
responsible for aerospace warning, aerospace control, and maritime 



warning for Canada, Alaska and the continental United States. 
 
USNORTHCOM’s civil support mission includes domestic disaster relief 
operations that occur during fires, hurricanes, floods and earthquakes. 
Support also includes counter-drug operations and managing the 
consequences of a terrorist event employing a weapon of mass 
destruction. The command provides assistance to a Primary Agency when 
tasked by DOD. Per the Posse Comitatus Act, military forces can 
provide civil support, but cannot become directly involved in law 
enforcement. 

In providing civil support, USNORTHCOM generally operates through 
established Joint Task Forces subordinate to the command. An 
emergency must exceed the capabilities of local, state and federal 
agencies before USNORTHCOM becomes involved. In most cases, support 
will be limited, localized and specific. When the scope of the disaster is 
reduced to the point that the Primary Agency can again assume full 
control and management without military assistance, USNORTHCOM will 
exit, leaving the on-scene experts to finish the job. 



 

 

USNORTHCOM Subordinate Commands:  

• Joint Force Headquarters National Capital Region  
• Joint Task Force Alaska  
• Joint Task Force Civil Support  
• Joint Task Force North  
• Standing Joint Force Headquarters  
• Army North  
• Air Force North  
• U.S. Fleet Forces Command  

 

Joint Force Headquarters National Capital 
Region  

Joint Force Headquarters National Capital 
Region (JFHQ-NCR), based at Fort McNair, 
Washington, D.C. is responsible for land-based 
homeland defense, defense support of civil 
authorities (DSCA), and incident management 
in the National Capital Region. 

JFHQ-NCR is responsible for protecting the 
District of Columbia and neighboring counties 
and cities of Maryland and Virginia, including 
Loudon, Fairfax and Prince William Counties in 
Virginia. JFHQ-NCR draws together the existing resources of the Army, 
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard and NORAD into a single point 
headquarters for planning, coordination and execution of the mission in 
the National Capital Region. 

The National Capital Region is the political and military center of gravity of 
the U.S. with an infrastructure vital to the global interests of the nation. 
Many federal, state and local agencies are located here, in addition to a 
large number of foreign embassies and other international organizations 
toward which the U.S. has security responsibilities. JFHQNCR supports 



U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) in the timely execution of its 
mission by coordinating all operational military service elements at the 
seat of government. 

The organization is prepared to respond cooperatively with other federal 
agencies or civilian authorities should they 
be called on for homeland defense or civil support needs. 

During incidents of national significance, JFHQ-NCR transitions to Joint 
Task Force National Capital Region (JTFNCR). JTF-NCR brings appropriate 
levels of military support to bear in the National Capital Region when 
authorized by proper authorities or as immediately required to save lives, 
prevent human suffering or mitigate great property damage. Such 
support, primarily land-based, will be under the command and control of 
the joint force commander. Support may be in response to planned 
events, such as security support during a presidential inauguration, or in 
response to natural disasters or terrorist attack. After the response, JTF-
NCR stands down and redeploys response assets. 

Operating through JFHQ-NCR, USNORTHCOM coordinates support efforts, 
as well as the air, land and maritime defense of the National Capital 
Region, under the command and control of the joint force commander. 
USNORTHCOM is the combatant command established in 2002 to provide 
command and control of Department of Defense (DOD) homeland defense 
efforts and to coordinate defense support of civil authorities. 

JFHQ-NCR operates within the scope of the law. It will not engage in 
direct law enforcement activities, but when requested by civil authorities 
and approved by the civilian leadership of DOD, it supports civil 
authorities in their public safety missions. Existence of a JFHQ enables 
better planning by all parties, to the benefit of the public. 



Joint Task Force Alaska 

Joint Task Force Alaska (JTF-AK), 
headquartered at Elmendorf Air Force Base, 
Alaska, is a subordinate command of U.S. 
Northern Command (USNORTHCOM). It is 
comprised of Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and 
Department of Defense (DOD) civilian 
specialists. JTF-AK’s mission is to, in 
coordination with other government agencies, 
deter, detect, prevent and defeat threats 
within the Alaska Joint Operations Area (AK 
JOA) in order to protect U.S. territory, 
citizens, and interests, and as directed, conduct Civil Support. 

USNORTHCOM is the combatant command established in 2002 to provide 
command and control of DOD homeland defense efforts and to coordinate 
defense support of civil authorities. 

Within its JOA, JTF-AK plans and, if directed, integrates the full spectrum 
of DOD homeland defense efforts and provides defense support to a 
primary agency, such as the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 
Prevention, crisis response and consequence management are capabilities 
included within the spectrum of support. 

In coordination with other federal, state and local agencies, JTF-AK 
evaluates events and locations throughout the state of Alaska for their 
potential vulnerability as targets for aggression and terrorism. JTF-AK 
provides situational awareness to military commands and civilian agencies 
throughout the state of Alaska and the continental U.S. to aid in 
homeland security awareness and planning. 

JTF-AK’s civil support mission includes domestic disaster relief operations 
that occur in response to natural or man-made disasters. Support also 
includes managing the consequences of a terrorist attack employing a 
weapon of mass destruction. The task force provides assistance to a 
Primary Agency when approved by the Secretary of Defense and as 
directed by the commander of USNORTHCOM. Military forces may provide 
civil support to save lives, prevent injuries and provide temporary critical 



life support, but, in accordance with the Posse Comitatus Act, do not 
become directly involved in law enforcement. 

The mission of supporting civil authorities is not a new one for DOD. The 
U.S. military has a long history of providing assistance to civil authorities 
during emergencies. An emergency must exceed the capabilities of local, 
state and federal agencies before JTF-AK becomes involved. In most 
cases, support will be limited, localized and specific. When the scope of 
the disaster is reduced to the point that the Primary Agency can again 
assume full control and management without military 
assistance, JTF-AK will exit, leaving the on-scene experts to finish the job. 

Joint Task Force Civi l Support  

Joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS), 
headquartered at Fort Monroe in Hampton, 
Va., began operations Oct. 1, 1999. Originally 
formed as a standing joint task force under 
U.S. Joint Forces Command, JTF-CS was 
transferred to U.S. Northern Command 
(USNORTHCOM) when USNORTHCOM was 
established Oct. 1, 2002. USNORTHCOM is 
the combatant command established to 
provide command and control of Department 
of Defense (DOD) homeland defense efforts 
and to coordinate defense support of civil authorities.  

The task force consists of active, Guard and Reserve military members 
drawn from all service branches, as well as civilian personnel, who are 
commanded by a federalized (Title X) National Guard general officer.  

JTF-CS plans and integrates DOD support to the designated Primary 
Agency for domestic chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, or high-
yield explosive (CBRNE) consequence management operations. When 
approved by the secretary of defense and directed by the commander of 
USNORTHCOM, JTF-CS deploys to the incident site and executes timely 
and effective command and control of designated DOD forces, providing 
support to civil authorities to save lives, prevent injury and provide 
temporary critical life support.  



JTF-CS focuses on responding to the effects of a CBRNE incident after 
civilian resources have been utilized first and fully. Some typical JTF-CS 
tasks include incident site support, casualty medical assistance and 
treatment, displaced populace support, mortuary affairs support, logistics 
support, and air operations. 

The mission of supporting civil authorities is not a new one for DOD. The 
U.S. military has a long history of providing assistance to civil authorities 
during emergencies. U.S. military forces have assisted federal, state and 
local agencies during natural disasters such as hurricanes, floods, and 
earthquakes. The role of JTF-CS in providing assistance to the Primary 
Agency after a CBRNE incident is in keeping with this long and proud 
tradition.  

JTF-CS accomplishes its consequence management mission in strict 
adherence to existing federal law, which carefully balances the support 
capabilities within the U.S. military with the needs of civil authorities 
during emergencies. In most instances, JTF-CS and its designated forces 
are deployed only after a state or territorial governor requests federal 
assistance from the president. In any domestic setting, JTF-CS remains in 
support of the Primary Agency throughout the CBRNE consequence 
management operation.  

For more information, please visit www.jtfcs.northcom.mil. 

Joint Task Force North  

Joint Task Force North (JTF North), based at 
Biggs Army Airfield, Fort Bliss, Texas, is the 
Department of Defense (DOD) organization 
tasked to support our nation’s federal law 
enforcement agencies in the interdiction of 
suspected transnational threats within and 
along the approaches to the continental 
United States. Transnational threats are those 
activities conducted by individuals or groups 
that involve international terrorism, narco-
trafficking, alien smuggling, weapons of mass 
destruction, and the delivery systems for such weapons that threaten the 
national security of the United States. 



As directed, JTF North employs military capabilities to support law 
enforcement agencies and supports interagency synchronization within 
the U.S. Northern Command (USNORTHCOM) area of responsibility to 
deter and prevent transnational threats to the homeland. This mission 
aligns JTF North closely with USNORTHCOM, its higher headquarters. 
USNORTHCOM is the combatant command established in 2002 to provide 
command and control of DOD homeland defense efforts and to coordinate 
defense support of civil authorities. 

JTF North was originally established in 1989 as Joint Task Force Six (JTF-
6), in response to President George H. W. Bush’s declaration of the “War 
on Drugs.” On Sept. 28, 2004, JTF-6 was renamed JTF North and its 
mission was expanded to include providing support to the nation’s federal 
law enforcement agencies. 

JTF North is a joint service command made up of active duty and reserve 
component Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, Marines, and Department of Defense 
(DOD) civilian specialists. Their dedication to the security of our homeland 
is best summed up by JTF North’s motto, “Service to the Nation.” 

For more information, please visit www.jtfn.northcom.mil. 

Standing Joint Force Headquarters 

U.S. Northern Command Standing Joint Force Headquarters’ mission is to 
provide Commander, USNORTHCOM with the scalable capability to form 
the core of a Joint Task Force or to augment multiple organizations in 
order to anticipate and conduct Homeland Defense and Civil Support 
missions anywhere in the USNORTHCOM Area of Responsibility during 
planned or crisis operations. 

NC/SJFHQ (formerly known as Standing Joint Force Headquarters – North) 
is a staff directorate composed of military and civilian air, land, and 
maritime domain operational planners, command and control specialists, 
intelligence analysts, human resource managers, logistics professionals, 
knowledge management, and communications specialists.   

Resident within NC/SJFHQ are subject matter experts in Defense Support 
to Civilian Authorities; Search and Rescue; Consequence Management 
planning; Interagency planning and coordination; Chemical, Biological, 
Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosive response; Title 10/32 legal authorities 



and dual status operations; and  integration of medical planning and 
operations at local, state, and federal levels.  This expertise enables 
SJFHQ to rapidly and effectively begin coordination and integration with 
local, state, and federal agencies before and during incident and disaster 
response.  

When directed, NC/SJFHQ can rapidly deploy trained and tailored force 
packages to multiple locations within six hours.  Highly flexible, NC/SJFHQ 
can provide the core element of a stand-alone JTF or augment an existing 
JTF within the AOR.  NC/SJFHQ provides component support and subject 
matter expert support to USNORTHCOM’s subordinate units.  During large 
incidents and disasters, NC/SJFHQ can augment a regional Defense 
Coordinating Officer when they provide DSCA support to the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency.  
NC/SJFHQ provides USNORTHCOM with a trained team that, upon 
deployment, is immediately able to leverage its cohesion, common 
“business” processes, established relationships with interagency partners, 
and expertise to provide critical support and begin deliberate and 
contingency planning for real-world incidents, National Special Security 
Events, and exercises. 

NC/SJFHQ is organized into three cross-functional divisions: Division 1 
(Joint Force Headquarters - National Capital Region focus), Division 2 
(Joint Task Force - Alaska focus), and Support Division. Upon deployment, 
an NC/SJFHQ team operates within the collaborative information 
environment that provides cross-functional collaboration between the 
teams, the rest of the USNORTHCOM staff, components and other 
external military and civilian agencies. 

Recent NC/SJFHQ deployments include the 2009 Presidential 
Inauguration, the 2008 Democratic and Republican National Conventions, 
Exercise Vigilant Shield, Exercise Golden Guardian, 2008 Wildfires, 
Hurricanes Gustav, Hanna and Ike, the 2008 State of the Union Address, 
Search and Rescue SME support for space shuttle launches, and the 
President Gerald R. Ford State Funeral. 



Army North  

U.S. Army North (ARNORTH) is the Army component of U.S. Northern 
Command (USNORTHCOM), the combatant command established Oct. 1, 
2002 to provide command and control of Department of Defense (DOD) 
homeland defense efforts and to coordinate defense support of civil 
authorities. 

Located at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, ARNORTH’s mission is to conduct 
homeland defense, civil support operations and theater security 
cooperation activities. On order, U.S. Army North commands and controls 
deployed forces as a Joint Task Force or Joint Force Land Component 
Command. 

ARNORTH’s 10 Defense Coordinating Elements (DCE), each led by a 
Defense Coordinating Offi cer (DCO), work daily within the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regions to plan for and conduct 
civil support operations. In 2007, DCO’s and DCE’s deployed in support of 
the Department of Transportation to assist with recovery efforts at the I-
35W bridge collapse in Minneapolis. DCO/DCE teams also deployed to 
Southern California and to the National Interagency Fire Center in Boise to 
support wildland fi refi ghting operations in southern California. 

ARNORTH is responsible for developing and unifying the military response 
capability for chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and high-yield 
explosives (CBRNE) incidents. In addition, the Civil Support Readiness 
Directorate trains National Guard Weapons of Mass Destruction Civil 
Support Teams, which are state fi rst responders for chemical, biological, 
radiological, nuclear or high-yield explosive incidents. 

ARNORTH developed and is responsible for conducting Northern 
Command’s strategic-level Defense Support of Civil Authorities course, 
which serves military and civilian consequence managers across the 
United States. Its three phases include a distance learning course, a one-
week classroom course focusing on intergovernmental and interagency 
response, 
and an alumni phase that provides regular updates on policy, strategy and 
doctrine developments in homeland defense, homeland security and 
emergency preparedness.  



 For more information about ARNORTH, please visit 
www.arnorth.army.mil. 

Air Force North  

Headquartered at Tyndall Air Force Base, near Panama 
City, Fla., 1st Air Force is assigned to Air Combat 
Command. It has the responsibility of ensuring the air 
sovereignty and air defense of the continental United 
States. As the CONUS geographical component of the 
binational North American Aerospace Defense Command, 
it provides airspace surveillance and control and directs all 
air sovereignty activities for the continental United States. 

U.S. Fleet Forces Command 

U.S. Fleet Forces Command (USFF) is the Navy component of U.S. 
Northern Command (USNORTHCOM), the combatant command established 
Oct. 1, 2002 to provide command and control of Department of Defense 
(DOD) homeland defense efforts and to coordinate defense support of 
civil authorities. 

Located at Norfolk, Virginia, USFF's mission is to provide maritime forces 
prepared to conduct homeland defense, civil support operations and 
theater security cooperation activities when directed by USNORTHCOM. 

Additionally, USFF has responsibilities to generate ready Navy forces for 
assignment to global Regional Combatant Commanders, execute the Fleet 
Response Plan (FRP) using the Fleet Training Continuum, articulate to the 
Chief of Naval Operations the integrated Fleet warfighting requirements 
as coordinated with all Navy Component Commanders, and provide 
operational planning support to Commander, U.S. Joint Forces Command, 
and United States Strategic Command. 

For more information about USFF, please visit www.cffc.navy.mil. 
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Integrated Priority List1 
 
A list of a combatant commander's highest priority requirements, prioritized across 
Service and functional lines, defining shortfalls in key programs that, in the judgment of 
the combatant commander, adversely affect the capability of the combatant commander's 
forces to accomplish their assigned mission. The integrated priority list provides the 
combatant commander's recommendations for programming funds in the planning, 
programming, and budgeting system process.  
 
It is submitted annually to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and defines the 
combatant commander's highest-priority capability gaps for the near term, including 
shortfalls that may adversely affect COCOM missions. 
 
We can provide the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs directive requiring the creation of 
integrated priority lists upon request. 
 

                                                
1 Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction. Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Combatant 
Commanders, and Joint Staff Participation in the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution 
System.  CJCSI 8501.01A.  Directive current as of 12 February 2008.   
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FOREWORD 
The purpose of the Integrated Planning System (IPS) is to further enhance the 
preparedness of the United States1 by formally establishing a standard and comprehensive 
approach to national planning.  It is meant to provide guidance for conducting planning in 
accordance with the Homeland Security Management System (HSMS), described in the National 
Strategy for Homeland Security of 2007.  The Strategy calls for a national effort to create and 
transform homeland security principles, systems, structures and institutions across four key 
pillars of homeland security: 

! Prevent and disrupt terrorist attacks 

! Protect the American people, our critical infrastructure, and key resources 

! Respond to and recover from incidents that do occur 

! Continue to strengthen the foundation to ensure our long-term success. 

The fourth pillar of the Strategy calls for the Federal Government to: 

“Establish a more deliberate and comprehensive system that will ensure unity of effort 
and help maximize success as we work to prevent and disrupt terrorism, protect the 
American people, critical infrastructure and key resources, and respond to and recover 
from incidents that do occur.  This new Homeland Security Management System will 
involve a continuous, mutually reinforcing cycle of activity across four phases: Guidance; 
Planning Execution; and Assessment and Evaluation.” 

To execute the direction set forth in the Strategy, the President issued Annex I (National 
Planning) to Homeland Security Presidential Directive 8 (HSPD-8) (National Preparedness).  
Annex I directs the Secretary of Homeland Security to, among other tasks, develop the IPS. 

By introducing a standardized approach to national homeland security planning, the IPS is an 
important step in enhancing our national preparedness.  As this system is implemented over time, 
it will align and synchronize our Federal planning efforts and serve as a model for planning at all 
levels of government—Federal, State2, local, and Tribal.  IPS incorporates lessons learned from 
both the development of the National Planning and Execution System3 and the planning process 
and doctrine elements of the Interim Comprehensive Preparedness Guide 101 (CPG-101).   

Understanding several key fundamental concepts is important to ensure effective use and 
implementation of the IPS:  

1.  The IPS has been developed recognizing that homeland security planning is based on 
coordination and synchronization rather than command and control.  In the Executive 
Branch, only the President of the United States has directive authority over Federal departments 
                                                 
1 Public Law 107–296—NOV. 25, 2002 116 STAT. 2141, Section 2 “Definitions.”  The term “United States,”, when used in a geographic sense, 
means any State of the United States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, 
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, any possession of the United States, and any waters within the jurisdiction of the United 
States. 
2 Public Law 107–296—NOV. 25, 2002 116 STAT. 2141, Section 2 “Definitions” and STAT. 2255 “Facilitating Homeland Security Information 
Sharing Procedures”  The term “State” means any State of the United States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the 
Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and any possession of the United States.  The term 
“State” includes the District of Columbia and any commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United States. 
3 The IPS replaces the National Planning and Execution System (NPES). 
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and agencies.  Effective planning in this situation can only occur through Federal departments 
and agencies actively coordinating and synchronizing their planning with each, as required by 
the situation.  
2.  The IPS applies to Federal departments and agencies with a role in homeland security 
when conducting scenario-based planning.  The IPS was developed for those departments and 
agencies that do not have existing planning systems and to standardize plans across the Federal 
Government to facilitate integration of plans and planning.  IPS accommodates most existing 
Federal planning systems and thus is largely consistent with the planning systems currently in 
use across the Federal Government.  Federal departments and agencies will not be required to 
discontinue use of successful planning systems or re-draft existing plans to ensure compliance 
with the IPS.  However, those agencies with existing planning systems and plans must ensure the 
planning products produced with their existing system are compatible with the products 
produced with the IPS.  Those agencies without existing planning processes shall adopt the IPS.  
Further, the IPS does not replace, but rather complements, the planning process used as part of 
the Incident Command System (ICS) established in the National Incident Management System 
(NIMS).  

3.  State, local, and Tribal governments are encouraged to comply with IPS by using the 
Comprehensive Preparedness Guide (CPG) 101.  CPG 101 meets the Annex I requirement that 
IPS include a “guide for all-hazards planning … that can be used at Federal, State, local, and 
Tribal levels to assist the planning process.”  The IPS is flexible enough to accommodate the 
many planning formats, styles, and processes used by State, local, and Tribal governments.  Over 
time, using IPS is expected to facilitate standardization of plans across the United States at all 
levels of government and enhance preparedness.  Together, IPS and CPG 101 support national 
vertical integration by clearly articulating Federal planning procedures to State, local, and Tribal 
governments and by establishing a consistent planning process across all levels of government.   

4.  The IPS establishes a process for developing Federal plans.  Initial requirements are based 
on the current list of National Planning Scenarios (NPS).  (These scenarios will change over 
time.)  The Secretary of Homeland Security has been tasked by the President to work in 
coordination with other agencies with a role in homeland security to develop a Strategic 
Guidance Statement (SGS),4 Strategic Plan,5 and a Concept Plan6 (CONPLAN) for each NPS.7  
Every Federal agency with responsibilities enumerated in a CONPLAN shall be required to 
develop an Operations Plan (OPLAN)8 for that scenario, to be approved by the head of that 

                                                 
4 Strategic Guidance Statements (SGS), which are required for each NPS, establish the foundation for the development of each Strategic Plan.  An 
SGS will be developed by DHS in coordination with Federal agencies with a role in homeland security and issued by the Secretary of Homeland 
Security. 
5 Strategic Plans are required for each SGS; they will define specific Federal interagency roles, responsibilities, mission essential tasks, 
capabilities, and supporting metrics; and provide strategic guidance to support the development of interagency operational level CONPLANs.  
Strategic Plans will be developed by DHS in coordination with Federal agencies with a role in homeland security and issued by the Secretary of 
Homeland Security. 
6 CONPLANs are developed and issued by the Secretary in coordination with Federal agencies with a role in homeland security.  CONPLANs, 
which are required for each Strategic Plan, will describe the concept of operations for integrating and synchronizing existing Federal capabilities 
to accomplish mission essential tasks; describe how Federal capabilities will be integrated into and support regional, State, local, and tribal plans; 
and provide the operational level guidance to support development of each Federal department and agency OPLAN. 
7 The current list of 15 NPSs has been grouped into 8 scenario sets (see p.75, National Response Framework).  An SGS, Strategic Plan, 
CONPLAN, and agency OPLANs will be required for each of the eight designated scenario sets.  The list of NPSs will be updated at least every 
2 years. 
8 OPLANs are developed by each Federal department and agency with responsibilities under a CONPLAN.  An OPLAN identifies detailed 
resource, personnel, and asset allocations to execute the objectives of the strategic plan and turn strategic priorities into operational execution.  An 
OPLAN contains a full description of the concept of operations, including specific roles and responsibilities, tasks, integration, and actions 
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agency or a designated representative.  Federal agencies are not required to re-write their existing 
plans based on one or more of the NPSs if those documents are compatible with the requirements 
established in the SGS, Strategic Plan, and CONPLAN.  Over time, as existing plans are 
routinely updated and improved, it is expected that agencies may modify their existing plans for 
compatibility with the formats established in the IPS.  

5.  The IPS is not designed to solve every planning problem.  The IPS lays the initial 
foundation necessary to implement the HSMS.  It is a major step in establishing common Federal 
planning doctrine, providing a means for synchronizing operations across the spectrum of 
homeland security operations (i.e., prevent, protect, respond, and recover) and integrating 
national planning efforts both horizontally across the Federal Government and vertically among 
Federal and State, local, and Tribal entities.  However, further work is necessary to successfully 
integrate existing Federal guidance, policies, strategies, plans, and legislation with the HSMS.  
Through future IPS refinement and the development of other HSPD-8 Annex I deliverables such 
as the National Homeland Security Plan (NHSP), the Federal Government remains committed to 
addressing the following key issues in follow-on efforts: 

! A mechanism to inform National Homeland Security planning efforts through a U.S. 
Government-wide risk-based analysis process 

! A consistent and standard process to update the NPSs 

! A standardized methodology to define, develop, and assess the required national 
capabilities and capacity necessary to execute IPS-generated plans 

! A standardized methodology that ensures the success of IPS-generated plans by 
integrating the Federal budgeting and resourcing processes necessary to execute         
IPS-generated plans. 

In summary, the IPS is the first step in standardizing homeland security planning.  This 
will be a dynamic and iterative process for years to come.  This document shall be updated 
1 year after approval and then every 2 years after that.  Constructive feedback will continue to be 
an integral component of the refinement of this key planning document.  

                                                                                                                                                             
required, with supporting support function annexes as appropriate; provides operational guidance to support the development of Federal 
department or agency tactical plans; and is to be issued by the Federal department or agency. 



Defense Coordinating Officer (DCO) / Defense Coordinating Element 
(DCE)

The Department of Defense (DoD) has appointed ten DCOs and assigned one to each FEMA region. 
If requested and approved, the DCO serves as DoD's single point of contact at the Joint Field Office
(JFO).  With few exceptions, requests for Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA) originating at
the JFO are coordinated with and processed through the DCO.  The DCO has a Defense Coordinating
Element (DCE) consisting of a staff and military liaison officers to facilitate coordination and support to 
activated Emergency Support Functions (ESFs).  Specific responsibilities of the DCO (subject to
modification based on the situation) include processing requirements for military support, forwarding 
mission assignments (MAs) to the appropriate military organizations through DoD-designated 
channels, and assigning military liaisons, as appropriate, to activated ESFs.

DCO Responsibilities:

Subject Matter Expert for all state & federal emergency response plans
Build synergy & habitual relationships with:

FEMA staff,
State emergency responders
State Adjutant General and Joint Force Headquarters-State staff

Key player in all local, state, federal, and DoD Homeland Defense and Civil Support exercises
Oversight with all military installations regarding Base Support Installation (BSI) operations
National Special Security Event (NSSE) planning and support
Be prepared to conduct operations in another region

DCE Responsibilities:

Deploy consistent with current response plans
Represent the DoD in the disaster area
Provide liaison to state, local, and other federal agencies
Validate MAs from the Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO)
Determine the best military resource for the mission
Command and control of deployed DoD forces

State Emergency Preparedness Liaison Officers (EPLO) responsibilities:

DoD liaison with states and federal agencies for DSCA
Visibility with the National Guard



Observe and participate in training exercises
Non-affected EPLOs augment the Defense Coordinating Unit (DCU)
Maintain situational awareness within the state

Regional EPLO responsibilities:

Augment the DCU on activation
Subject matter experts for the Region and on the DoD services
Highly-trained in Request for Federal Assistance (RFA) and MA development
Staff reserve element for the steady-state DCE
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JTF-CS 101
(Command Brief)

CDR Monty Hasenbank
J32 Interagency Operations

Purpose & Agenda

To present a general overview and understanding of
roles, responsibilities and tools while conducting
CBRNE-CM (Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear, High Yield Explosive - Consequence
Management)

USNORTHCOM & USARNORTH
JTF-CS Mission and Organization
CBRNE Mindset
CCMRF Organization
JTF-CS Center of Gravity
Force Multipliers

             ….. “Its all about Speed, Trust and Confidence.”

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief
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References

• HSC Planning Guidance for Response to a Nuclear Detonation (JAN 09)
• HSC National Strategy for Homeland Security (OCT07)
• DOD Strategy for Homeland Defense and Civil Support (JUN05)
• CJCS CBRNE EXORD (JUN08)
• DOD CONPLANS

•  CONPLAN 3501   DSCA
•  CONPLAN 3500-08  CBRNE CM Operations (Feb 08)
•  ARNORTH EXORD 3500 CBRNE CM Operations (being staffed)

• JP 3-28 Civil Support (14SEP07)
• JP 3-41 CBRNE Consequence Management (2OCT06)
• FEMA National Response Framework (NRF) (22JAN08)
• NRP- CIA (Catastrophic Incident Annex) 
• NRIA (Nuclear Radiological Incident Annex, Jun 08)
• NRF- CIS (Catastrophic Incident Supplement) (2004)
• GAP Analysis Program (Jan 09)

JTF-CS Command Brief
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JTF-CS 101
Brief

UNCLASSIFIED / FOUO

JTF-CS Command Brief
USNORTHCOM Organization Chart
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USNORTHCOM Mission
Unclassified / For Official Use Only

“USNORTHCOM anticipates and conducts
Homeland Defense and Civil Support operations
within the assigned area of responsibility to
defend, protect, and secure the United States
and its interests.“ GEN Renuart (14 NOV 07)

Deter, Prevent, Defeat … Assist

JTF-CS 101 Brief

USNORTHCOM AOR
Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief

(SOURCE: UCP 2008 (DTD 17DE08) SOUTHCOM
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USARNORTH Mission Statement

US Army North, as the Joint Force Land Component
Command and the Army Service Component
Command to USNORTHCOM, conducts Homeland
Defense, Civil Support operations and Theater
Security Cooperation activities in order to protect
the American people and our way of life.

JTF-CS Command Brief

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief

JT-CS DSCA Brief

A deployable Command and Control
headquarters for DOD units and
personnel executing CM operations
in response to one or more CBRNE
incidents.

Who/What is JTF-CS?

• Located at Fort Monroe, Virginia

• Established by UCP 1999

• A deployable Standing Joint Force
Headquarters of joint Military, DOD
Civilian and contractor personnel

• JTF-CS Charter: to rapidly deploy and provide C2 for
assigned Title 10 forces and  leverage CBRNE expertise
ISO the designated Primary Agency for a catastrophic
CBRNE event

• Can rapidly respond to one or more incidents

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief
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JTF-CS Mission Statement

•• Derived from mission guidance inDerived from mission guidance in
•• CJCSI 3125.01CJCSI 3125.01
•• SECDEF UCP 99 Memo to the PresidentSECDEF UCP 99 Memo to the President
•• NCPD 10-208, NCPD 10-208, USNORTHCOM Charter for JTF-CS, USNORTHCOM Charter for JTF-CS, 1 Sep 20041 Sep 2004
•• USNORTHCOM CONPLAN 3500-07USNORTHCOM CONPLAN 3500-07

•• Adjusted to reflect current interagency support and DSCAAdjusted to reflect current interagency support and DSCA

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief

JTF-CS anticipates, plans and integrates
USNORTHCOM Chemical, Biological, Radiological,
Nuclear, and high-yield Explosive (CBRNE) Consequence
Management operations and when directed, establishes
command and control of DOD forces for a CBRNE
incident to assist local authorities in saving lives,
preventing injury, and providing temporary critical life
support.

JTF-CS 101 Brief

RR
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Planning
& Preparing

Incident Support
II
NN
CC
II
DD
EE
NN
TT

•  Participate in
interagency and  DoD
exercises

•  Prepare CBRNE CM
contingency plans for,
and participate in,
National Special
Security Events
(NSSE) and other
special events

Special Events
& Exercises

• Develop and
review plans
and playbooks
for CBRNE
incidents

• Development of
doctrine and
CBRNE
requirements

• IA coordination
  (EPLO Conf/RISCs)

- Respond to CBRNE
incident

- Assist PA in support
of civil authorities

- Provide C2 for
assigned DoD
forces

-  CBRNE experts to
support
Commanders
(JPAC)

STEADY STATE EXECUTION

Unclassified / For Official Use Only
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CBRNE-CM Threat Spectrum

Least  

Greatest

•  Most Likely:  High Yield Explosive
•  Most Dangerous:  Nuclear Weapons
    -----------------------------------------

Probability
Of Occurrence

Industrial
Chemicals

Biological
Pathogens

Radio-
Isotopes

Chemical 
Weapons

• Greatest Threat:  Contagious Biological Pathogen

HYE

Nuclear
Weapons

More  
DOD Support

JTF-CS Command Brief

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

Biological
Toxins

JTF-CS 101 Brief

A Different Mindset

   Thermal
   Radiation
   Asphyxiation
   Chemical
   Biological
   Mechanical
   Psychological

 In CM the Effects are the Enemy

Effects Cause Harm

Response Drives Forces Required

How we Counteract Harm Dictates
Method of Response

Ability to Anticipate RFAs Affects Speed of Response

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief
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JTF-CS Command Brief

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief

JTF-CS CBRNE CM Response Force

JTF-CS

TF Medical
Medical Support

• Triage /Treatment
• Definitive Care
• Medical Logistics
• Hospital Augmentation
• Epidemiological
• Technical Support
• Stress Management
• Preventative Medicine
• Veterinary Support
• Prophylaxis/Immunization

Logistics Support

• General Support Log
• JRSOI
• Displaced Populace
• Mortuary Affairs
• Transportation
• Maintenance
• Engineering

HQ Augmentation
• Communications
• Tech Augmentation

• Intelligence
• Mapping
• Modeling
• Weather

• Public Affairs

TF Operations TF Aviation
Aviation Support

• Helicopter Lift
• Search and Rescue
• Casualty MEDEVAC
• Patient Redistribution

• Aerial Survey
• Aviation Maintenance
• Unmanned Aerial
Systems

Technical Response

• Coord w/Local EM Director
• Extraction of Injured
• Personnel Decon
• Equipment Decon
• Surveying, Monitoring, and
Marking of Incident Site
• Security and Protection
• Augment Critical Civilian
Skills

JTF-CS COG

LAW / POLICY / REGULATION / PROCESS

Response

Public
Information

Structure
(CCMRF)

C2

Analysis

Preparedness

Mindset

SA
RISK

Community
Recovery

Assessment

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief
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• NORTHCOM Situational Awareness Team (NSAT)

• Joint Planning Augmentation Cell (JPAC)

• Interagency LNOs

• Emergency Plans Analysis Team (EPAT)

• JTF-CS Playbooks

Force Multipliers
JTF-CS Command Brief

JTF-CS Command Brief

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief

Interagency Liaison Officers

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

• Steady State: Cultivate-Sustain-Maintain Regional Partnerships
through focused Engagements with DCOs/FEMA Staffs/NG SJFHQs
Staffs

- Coordinate/Collaborate between Regional and National DOD Forces
- Maintain connectivity with DOD, Federal, State and Local Officials by:

• Attend key CBRNE conferences (DCO, RISCs, SEWG, DTRA)
•  Participate in NSSE-Special Events (DNC/RNC, Super Bowl, SOTUA,
OBF)
•  Interface with ARNORTH AND USNORTHCOM JIACG

• Execution:
-  Commanding General’s Representative for JTF-CS
-  A “Force Multiplier” (not an 20th Century Enabler) to the DCO/DCE and JFO
-  Synchronize DOD JTF-CS capabilities with JFO requirements
-  Provide critical JTF linkage with Requests For Assistance (RFA) and
   expedite the Mission Assignment (MA) process

JTF-CS 101 Brief
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Emergency Plans Analysis Team (EPAT)

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief

NOT a feasibility
assessment !!!!

• Immediately provide available information to JPG/NSAT/JPAC
IOT gain SA on local, state and regional plans, by collecting and
maintaining available data from 4 categories:

• Local and State EOPs or CEMPs
• Metropolitan Medical Response System plans
• Pandemic Influenza Plans
• FEMA Regional Operations Plans and State Annexes

• Analyze plans to provide local insight on:
• Functional Procedures
• Communication Processes
• Leadership and Organization Structure

• Enable rapid development of situational awareness and
anticipate potential Requests for Information (RFIs) that support
planning efforts

I+0 I+1 I+4
NRF-CIS
(I=Incident)

I+2

Deploy
DCO/
DCE

I+3

Alert
ESFs

Alert JTF-CS &
CCMRF

BPT Deploy NSAT

N+0 N+2 N+4N+3.5 N+12
JTF-CS

CONOPS
ReportAlert

NSAT TRAVEL

I+12

NSAT INFO

1

N+2.5

Initial
Brief

Update/
Mvmt
Brief

(2-11 Pax)

USNC NSAT CONEX 
INITIAL REPORT
(Arrival + 2hrs)

Fwd
Element
Ready

(60-72 Pax)

N+12

Fwd Element
Ready/Deploys

(60-72 Pax)

N+24

Main Body
Prepped/Deploys

Transfer of Command NLT
12 hours after arrival Fwd Elem

Trail Party
Deploys

( 30 Pax )

N+48

JTF-CS Operational Timelines

Design
ate

PFO

PHASE 0 PHASE I
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        Specialized Federal Assets  

Federal Civilian
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24 96Hrs 30 Days0

Private Sector

NATIONAL GUARD

Specialized Regional Response Assets
Mutual Aid Agreements & Interstate Compacts

will be questionable in a INS!

Title 10

Incident

JFHQ
STATE

WMD CST

TIME (ALL TIMES ARE APPROXIMATE)

12 48

DCO/JTF-CS
NSAT

NG CERFP

DoD Immediate 
Response

DoD Response (Title 10)

JTF-CS MAIN BODY
& CCMRF

CM Response Timeline

Geographic/Time dependant response

 Title 32

FEMA-ERTA FEMA RRCC-JFO

Consequence Mgt Response Timeline

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

DoE/FBI/
DTRA/FRMAC

Forensics/Survey/
Modeling Unified Effort

and SA
Critical Throughout

JTF-CS 101 Brief

JTF-CS Command Brief

Unclassified / For Official Use Only

JTF-CS 101 Brief

• Homeland Defense is the #1 priority at USNORTHCOM

• USNORTHCOM (T-10) forces know their mission, are
 competent, trained and ready

• JTF-CS is prepared to save lives, prevent injury and provide
temporary critical life support after a domestic CBRNE incident

• Sustaining and maintaining Homeland Defense partnerships
with DCOs, the IA (FEMA/Federal) community, and the NG
are paramount in generating DoD speed of response ISO
the PA

• Employment of DoD assets in support of civil authorities
is governed by law (We support, we are not in charge)

Take Aways



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!

Task Force Operations
CCMRF Capabilities Brief

Commander
Colonel Roger L. Cloutier

Raider 6

Command Sergeant Major
CSM Edd Watson

Raider 7

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
Agenda

• Task Force Operations Task Organization
• Task Force Operations Organic Assets

– C2 BN
– Force Protection BN/SQDN (IN, AR, CAV, FA)
– Support BN

• Task Force OPS Non-organic Assets
– CAISE
– CBIRF
– TF Chemical CO (379th)
– Mortuary Affairs
– Air Force Radiological Assessment Team (AFRAT)
– Civil Engineer Squadron (CES)
– LT-MED Truck CO
– BIDS PLT

• Questions?



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!

TF Operations Task Organization

OPCON Upon Deployment

33
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UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
Lines of Operation

TF R
aider prepared for G

W
O

T deploym
ent JA

N
 2010

• Successful hand-
off of CCMRF to
4 BCT

•Personnel and
Equipment ready
for overseas
deployment

•BCT is trained in
all CMETL tasks
and ready for
combat operations

CCMRF 
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UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!

TF Operations Headquarters
TF Headquarters

• Capable of C2 for up to 7 BNs
• Operational Law Team
• Topographic Team
• Religious and administrative support
• Capable of fielding two separate CPs

Signal Company
• Joint Network Node satellite system

(voice, data, secure and unsecure)
• Network operations element

Incident Awareness and Assessment
Company (IAAC)
• UAS platoon
• Classified information access

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
Specialty Platoons

Chemical Platoon
•Reconnaissance section
•Decontamination section

•Vehicle
•Personnel

Military Police Platoon
•Force protection
•Critical site security
•Maneuver and mobility support



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
Force Protection Battalion

Engineer Company
•Route clearance capability
•Limited earthmoving equipment

Force Protection Battalion
•C2 for up to 10 companies
•Search and rescue
•Mass evacuation
•Delivery of food, water and relief
supplies
•Support decon operations

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
Support Battalion

Forward Support Company
•Personnel and logistics transport
•Fuel transport
•Field kitchen
•Maintenance support
•Recovery support

Distribution Company
•480 short/tons per lift
•Fuel transport
•Track trailer capability

Maintenance Company
•Recovery support
•Welding support



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
CAISE

Civil Authority Information Support
Element
– Information dissemination (4

teams)
– Product reproduction (93,000

single color leaflets per 24 hours)
– MPPC (Mobile Print Production

Center): HMMWV mounted/
transportable print system.  Print
equipment includes:

• Produces handbills, leaflets &
small posters

Capable of producing 93,000 single color leaflets in 24hrs

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
CBIRF

Chemical Biological Incident
Response Force (CBIRF)
– Personnel decontamination
– Search and Extract
– Tech Rescue
– Identification
– Medical care in the hot zone
– Explosive Ordnance Disposal



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
379th Chemical Company

TF Chem CO (379th)
– Personnel

decontamination
– Equipment

decontamination
– Personal hygiene

shower
– CBRNE

reconnaissance

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
54th Quartermaster Det

Mortuary Affairs
– Single point mortuary

affairs
decontamination
collection

– Multi-point mortuary
affairs
decontamination
collection

– Search and recovery
– Storage of remains



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
AFRAT

Air Force Radiological
Assessment Team (AFRAT)
– Radiation dosimetry and exposure

registry
– Radio analysis
– Advisory and planning
– Hot-zone entry teams

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
49th CES

49th Civil Engineer Squadron
(CES)
– Emergency lodging
– Recon
– Infrastructure Technical Skills

• Elec/power Gen
• Water / waste water
• Pavements / structures /

plumbing
– Route Clearance / Earth Work
– Entomology
– CBRNE response



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!

494th Light-Medium Truck
Company

LT-MED Truck CO (494th)
– Conduct local and line

haul cargo distribution
missions

– Conduct local and line
haul personnel movement
missions

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
31st BIDS PLT

Biological Integrated Detection
System (BIDS) PLT (31st)
– Consists of 7 teams
– System provides rapid warning of

biological warfare hazards.
– Performs the basic functions of

monitoring, sampling, detecting,
identifying, and reporting

– System will detect point and long
line source releases, local and
remote warning capabilities, and
collects samples for evacuation.



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!

Questions

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!

Task Force Operations
NRF 1 Force Packages

Force Package 1
•BCT HQ (-)
(ADVON)
•BSB HQ (-)
(ADVON)
•CBIRF IRF
•AFRAT (PART 1)

N+24 N+48 N+72

FP 1
Deployment Timeline

NRF 2FP 2&3

Force Package 2
•HQ Force Protection
BN
•2x Force Protection
CO
•BCT HQ (-)
•BSB HQ (-) (O5)
•379th Chem CO
(DECON)
•379th RECON PLT
•AFRAT (PART 2)
•A/9th PSYOP BN
(CAISE)
•TOPO (-)

RFF
•IAW MA /
Remaining
BDE
elements

Force Package 3
•494th Transport Long
Haul
•A/3 BSB Supply Distro
•A/3 BSB (Supply)
•B/3 BSB (Maint)
•53rd CES (Engineer)
•54th Quartermaster
(Mortuary Affairs)
•70 TC TM (Movement
Control)
•Force Protection CO
•A/9 PSYOPS (CAISE
DET)
•Legal (-)



UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO Raiders

First!
Medical Company

Medical Company
•Level 1/2 medical capabilities
•20 patient beds
•Contaminated patient capability
•Front Line Ambulances
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26 January 2009

TF TF AviationAviation
CCMRF DCO BriefCCMRF DCO Brief

LTC Keith Pritchett
J3, Plans & Orders
380 Fenwick Road,

Fort Monroe, VA 23651
(757) 788-6474

UNCLASSIFIED

AgendaAgenda
• Mission
• CJCS EXORD Capability Requirement
• Task Organization
• ACFT Capability
• MRX Mission Assignments
• Significant Accomplishments
• Mission Comparison – DSCA vs. GWOT
• Summary

PurposePurpose

Provide an overview of the 82nd Combat Aviation
Brigade (TF Aviation) and their capabilities
in CCMRF



UNCLASSIFIED

CJCS EXORD

• (FOUO) 1 X 06 Command Support Rotary-wing Aviation Element
HQ to provide C2 for up to 7 Subordinate Aviation units.
Includes joint communication capability to C2 subordinate
elements and report to Higher HQ.

• (FOUO) 1 X 05 Command Aviation element, with Medium-lift
rotary wing Aircraft and sustainment capability to conduct
simultaneously air transport, external load lift, casualty
evacuation and support search and rescue operations.

• (FOUO) 1 X 04/05 Commanded Aviation Element with
sustainment elements to conduct rotary-wing medical
evacuation.

• (FOUO) Rotary Wing Aviation intermediate-level maintenance
forces to support deployed CCMRF Rotary-wing Aviation
assets.

UNCLASSIFIED

1

   TF AVN alerts, marshals and deploys to CJTF-CS
JOA to conduct rotary wing aviation operations ISO
CJTF-CS CBRNE operations to alleviate human
suffering within the JOA.

• Be prepared to support Federal, State and Local
Efforts with rotary wing aviation in the conduct of
consequence management, in response to a CBRNE
event

TF AVN MissionTF AVN Mission
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• Conduct general AVN support

• Provide airborne C2

• Provide air transport of personnel, equipment, and
supplies

• Conduct aerial sustainment operations

• Support air assault operations as required

• Provide MEDEVAC support

The mission of the GSAB is to:
UNCLASSIFIED

LTC Wegner
CSM Berrios-Powell
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CCMRF TF AviationCCMRF TF Aviation

Who: CAB HQ, 3-82 GSAB, and 122
ASB (A/1-17, 2-82(-))

What: - CBRNE Disaster Support

- Assigned to NORTHCOM

Where:  CONUS & Oversees US
Interests (Hawaii, Virgin Is, Guam, etc…)

When: 01 Aug 08 – 01 Feb 09

Why: Provide Air movement, C2 and
MEDEVAC

12 x CH

(4 CH O/H)

12 x UH (Med) 8  X UH
16  X UH8  X OH

Additional Force
Structure & ILO Forces

Shortages
Due to F

model fielding

24/7 LNO Teams

ARNORTH

JTF-CS
Local/State
Pathfinders

ATS

As of  26 Jan 09
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Crew: 2 pilots, 1 crew chief, 
3 medical attendants

Weights: Max gross:22,000 lbs.
Empty:11,516 lbs.

Fuel capacity: 360 gallons 
Fuel in ESSS: 460 gals
Flight time: 3 hours 5 minutes 
w/ESSS: 7 hours 21 minutes 
Max speed: 160 knots 
Cruise speed: 120 knos 
Max range w 630 NM w/400 lbs reserve
ESSS
Litter capacity: 6 litter or 6 seated
Sling-load: 600 pounds rescue hoist; 

8,000 pounds, cargo hook
Day/Night/NVG Capable

12 per MEDEVAC Co

HH-60L

*If all ACFT used…72 Patients in one lift

UNCLASSIFIED

Crew: 2 pilots, 1 crew chief, 
Weights: Max gross:22,000 lbs.

Empty:11,516 lbs.
Fuel capacity: 360 gallons 
Fuel in ESSS: 460 gals
Flight time: 3 hours 5 minutes 
Max speed: 160 knots 
Cruise speed: 120 knos 
Max range 630 NM w/400 lbs reserve
w/ESSS
Troop capacity: 11 seated
Sling-load: 600 pounds rescue hoist; 

8,000 pounds, cargo hook
Day/Night/NVG Capable

UH-60L

8 per company in a GSAB

*If all ACFT used…88 Paxs in one lift



UNCLASSIFIED

Crew: 2 Pilots, 2 Crew members
Weights: Max gross:50,000 lbs.

Empty:23,401 lbs.
Fuel capacity:, 1,068 gallons 
Burn Rate: App 384 gallons 

(2500 lbs. per hour
Max speed: 170 knots / 184 mph 
Cruise speed: 130 knots / 137 mph 
Troop capacity: 31 troops 
Litter capacity: 24 
Sling-load: 26,000 lb center hook; 

17,000 lb forward/aft hook; 
25,000 lb tandem 

Day/Night/NVG Capable12 ACFT per Co

CH-47

*If all ACFT used…372 Paxs or 288 Litters

UNCLASSIFIED

MRX Mission Assignments

• TF AVN Provides rotary wing aircraft to conduct search
and rescue and movement of personnel and supplies
from 150700SEP08 to 22SEP08.

•  TF AVN Provides rotary wing support for
casevac/medevac from 151200SEP08 to 19SEP08.

• TF AVN provides airspace (traffic) control at Greenwood
Airfield IOT  ensure safe effective response effort.

• TF AVN provides OH-58D ISO TF Operations



UNCLASSIFIED

 Significant Accomplishments

  Conducted deployment operations to Indianapolis area (DEPEX)
  Established a Forward Operating Base (FOB) at Greenwood

municipal
      airport and pushed a TAC to Indianapolis INT’L airport
  Planned and controlled convoy operations
  Coordinated aircraft and personnel decon operations
  Established RRPs at FOB Greenwood and at Indianapolis INT’L

airport
  Integrated CPOF into the TOC operations for the first time
  Planned sustainment for split based operations
  Coordinated airspace control measures through the ACCE
  Developed and employed SRUF IAW JTFCS guidance
  Tracked and managed OEG for all troopers
  Integrated the CBRNE planning cell into all missions

UNCLASSIFIED

Mission Comparison

DSCA
• Supporting Local Civil

Authority in CONUS

• Increased LNO Requirements

• SRUF

• Lead from behind

• CBRNE Threat

• Information

GWOT
• Global Multinational Force

Relationships

• Traditional LNO relationships

• ROE

• Lead from the front

• Insurgency threat

• Intelligence
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Task Force Aviation Task OrganizationTask Force Aviation Task Organization
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TF Med
1st Medical Brigade

28 January 2009
CCMRF Medical Capabilities



Agenda

• Mission
•Task Organization
• Capabilities by Unit
• Issues



Mission:

O/O, Task Force MED ( ) deploys IVO event location, establishes
medical command and control of Title 10 medical forces in
response to a CBRNE incident and provides limited Health
Service Support (HSS)/Force Health Protection to JTF CS and
to the civilian authorities as required in order to save lives,
prevent further injury, and provide temporary critical support
in order to enable community recovery.



Task Organization

HHC

Langley AFB

Brooks City Base

Langley AFB

Walter Reed

Ft Detrick

Ft Bragg

Ft Bragg

ASMC

MLMCEMEDS

Denotes organic 1st Med Bde units
at Ft Hood and Ft Sam Houston

VET

BAT

483 Pax
18 Providers



HHC, Med Bde
MISSION: STRUCTURE:

• x100 personnel (31 Off, 3 WO, 66 Enl)
• Brigade Command Section

• Co HQ, S1/S2/S3/S4/S6/S8
• Plans Section
• Medical Regulating Section
• Professional Svcs Section
• Prev Med Section
• Unit Ministry Team
• CJA Section

ISSUES/COMMENTS:CAPABILITIES:

• Provides Command and Control,
administrative assistance and technical
supervision of all assigned and attached
medical units in support of full spectrum
operations.
• World Class Care Anytime, Anywhere.

• Task Organization should be monitored
closely in regards to the number/size/ type of
units are assigned/attached (span of control)

• Provides Brigade Level Command and Control
for multiple medical units



EMEDS+25
MISSION: STRUCTURE:

ISSUES/COMMENTS:CAPABILITIES (EMEDS+25):

Provides a modular, scalable, rapid response
medical package able to respond to a myriad
of operations to include humanitarian relief,
disaster response and wartime contingencies.

Consists of unique and distinct building blocks
for personnel and equipment:
• EMEDS+25 – 89 pax
• Med NBC Bio – 2 pax
• Biological Augmentation Tm – 3 pax
• Theater Epidemiology Tm – 5 pax
• Pt Decon Tm – 13 pax
• Pt Retrieval Tm – 12 pax

• Cares for a PAR (Population at Risk) of 5
6.5K personnel
• Ancillary services include, laboratory,
radiology, pharmacy, dental and physical
therapy
• Ability to care for 25 inpatients, a mix of
surgical and medical patients
• 2 OR beds, 4 ER beds

• Must rely on aeromedical evacuation for
further definitive care
• Requires a location at or near a suitable
airfield/airport
• Significant logistical requirements, requires
all classes of supply, power generation, force
protection from outside source once deployed
• Support to Title 10 forces only at BSI



Multifunctional Med Bn
MISSION: STRUCTURE:

ISSUES/COMMENTS:CAPABILITIES:

• Provides a scalable, flexible and modular
battalion level command and control element
providing administrative assistance, logistical
support and technical supervision for all
assigned and attached medical units in support
of deployed forces.

• 76 pax (16 Off, 2 WO, 58 Enl)
• Battalion Command Section
• Det HQ, S1/S2/S3/S4/S6
• Unit Ministry Team
• Force Health Protection Section
• Prev Med Section
• Medlog Section
• MedOps Section
• Mental Health Section
• Maint Section

• Provides Battalion Level Command and
Control for multiple medical units

• Task Organization should be monitored
closely in regards to the number/size/ type of
units they are assigned/attached (span of
control)



Area Support Med Co
MISSION: STRUCTURE:

• 82 pers (13 Off and 69 Enl)
• Co HQ

• Treatment Platoon
• Treatment Squads (2)
• Area Spt Squad
• Area Spt Med Treatment Squad
• Patient Hold Squad

•Ambulance Platoon
• Ambulance Squads (4)

• Mental Health Section

ISSUES/COMMENTS:CAPABILITIES:

• Provides Echelon I & II Health Service Support
to units located in the assigned area of
operations.

• Provides Level I & II Health Service Support
(HSS) that includes:

• Advance Trauma Life Support (ATLS)
• Sick Call
• Patient holding for up to 40 patients
• Lab, dental, X ray, mental health
• Ground evacuation (8 M997 wheeled
ambulances 4 litter)

• Unit is scheduled to conduct TOA of CCMRF
mission in MAY 09 IOT prepare for SEP 09
deployment



Preventive Med Det
MISSION: STRUCTURE:

ISSUES/COMMENTS:CAPABILITIES:

• Consists of 13 pers (2 Off, 11 Enl)
• Det HQ

• PM Teams (3)

• Tests drinking water supply for chemical and
biological contamination
• Inspects/approves food supply and
preparation facilities
• Performs random and composite soil
sampling for chemical, biological, radiological,
and explosive contamination
• Limited ambient air sampling for hazardous
particulate matter and toxic chemical vapors

• Unit is not first responder in the instance of
gross CBRNE contamination

• Provide preventive medicine support to
include water, food, soil, and ambient air
testing. Additionally, provides entomological
and vector borne disease surveillance as
required.



Blood Support Det
MISSION: STRUCTURE:

ISSUES/COMMENTS:CAPABILITIES:

• Collect, manufacture, store and distribute
blood and blood products to joint level II and
III medical treatment facilities located in the
assigned area of responsibility in support of
full spectrum operations..

• Consists of 30 personnel (2 Off, 28 Enl)
• Detachment HQ

• Collection & Manufacturing Section
• Storage and Distribution Section

• Ships and receives up to 1K units a day
• Stores up to 3.6K units of blood/blood
products
• Example: 2.7K units of PRBC and 900 units of
FFP & cryoprecipitate).

• Mobility (unit is only 50% self deployable
designed by MTOE)
• Blood collection and manufacturing for
CONUS mission would be performed by FDA
licensed providers
• Would require Department of Health
authorization for DOD/Title 10 to perform this
mission in CONUS



Veterinary Det
MISSION: STRUCTURE:

ISSUES/COMMENTS:CAPABILITIES:

• Provides Veterinary Service Support (VSS) and
assist lead agencies with food safety, food security,
food sanitation, animal health care (specifically
military working dogs and civilian search and rescue
dogs) and requirements for pet evacuation and
transportation standards.

• Consists of 57 pers (9 Off, 1 WO, 47 Enl
• HQ Section

• Vet Svc Spt Tms (5)
• Food Procurement Team

• Operational/Humanitarian ration, food, and bottled water
safety inspections
• Veterinary Medical support to working dogs with CCMRF
response focus
• Performance of humane euthanasia
• Provide animal carcass disposal guidance
• Assist lead agency with Foreign Animal Disease and
zoonotic disease surveillance
• Provide limited veterinary support for lost / displaced
livestock
•Provide veterinary oversight to emergency pet shelters

• Lack organic capability to confine / transport
animals
• Lack organic equipment to operate
independent CBRN decontamination lane
• Veterinary CCMRF mission requirements
vaguely defined, dependent on ROE for
animals



Issues

• Stress Management Team vs. Combat Stress Control
Detachment
•Command Relationship during Steady State
• ARFORGEN Cycle (reset, train, prepare for deployment)
• Transition of TF MED C2



Chemical Biological 
Incident Response Force 

 
CBIRF 24 hour contact 
Officer of the Day 

(301) 744-2038 
 
Chain of Command: CBIRF is an organic element of II Marine Expeditionary Force, Marine Forces Command.  
All requests for support/training must be processed through this chain of command. 
  
Mission:  When directed, forward-deploy and/or respond to a credible threat of a chemical, biological, 
radiological, nuclear, or high yield explosive (CBRNE) incident in order to assist local, state, or 
federal agencies and designated Combatant Commanders in the conduct of consequence management 
operations by providing capabilities for agent detection and identification; casualty search and 
extraction, technical rescue, personnel decontamination, emergency medical care and stabilization of 
contaminated personnel.  
 
Organization:  CBIRF consists of approximately 500 Marines, Sailors, civilian employees and 
contractors. For training purposes, it is organized into three permanent companies: Headquarters and 
Service Company and two Reaction Force Companies.  For operations, CBIRF will task organize as 
required.  For immediate response, it has two standard task-organized Initial Response Forces (IRFs).  
Each standard IRF maintains the following capabilities: 
 

All Hazard Reconnaissance – Six, 2-man, teams capable of detecting and identifying Chemical 
Warfare Agents (CWA), Toxic Industrial Chemicals, Biological Warfare Agents and radiological hazards. 
These personnel are capable of operating in Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Levels A, B, C and D.   
Standard detection equipment consists of CWA detectors (CAM), multi-gas meters (Multi-RAE; 
Colorimetric tubes), radiation detectors (AN/VDR-2; AN/PDR-77; DMC 2000S), portable gas 
chromatograph/mass spectrometer (HAPSITE) and biological detection systems (HHA; RAPIDS; JBAIDS), as 
well as a mobile lab platform containing a university grade GC/MS (Agilent 5973 MSD). 

 
Casualty Search and Extraction - Initial unit consist of 39 personnel down range for the 

specific purpose of locating and extracting victims from a contaminated area. These Extractors are 
trained to operate in Level B, C, or D PPE..  Extract teams have M-Gators (ATVs) with trailers, 
Charlie-Horse wheeled stretchers and Sliding Kendrick’s Extraction Devices (SKEDs) for victim 
transportation. 
 
 Medical – Medical team consists of a Physician (Emergency or Occupational Medicine), Physicians 
Assistant, Independent Duty Corpsman and 10 additional Corpsmen.  The Medical Team initiates treatment 
in the hot or warm zone (scenario dependent).  Members are capable of operating in Level B, C and D 
PPE.  Treatment continues through Decontamination Triage to Medical Stabilization.  Each IRF has 
trauma supplies for approximately 50 critical or 100 moderate to minor patients and carries the 
equivalent of 1500 Mark I Nerve Agent Antidote Kits (NAAK). 
 
 Decontamination – 22 personnel establish a full decontamination line in approximately 10 
minutes and establish zone monitoring to ensure zone integrity. When established, the full decon line 
can process 65-75 Non-Ambulatory, 200-225 Ambulatory and approximately 30 Response Force Personnel per 
hour.   
 
 Technical Rescue – Fourteen personnel certified in confined space, collapsed structure, trench, 
advanced rope, and vehicle extraction.   The team can conduct operations in Level B, C and D.   
 

EOD – Three man team capable of EOD operations in Level A, B, C and D.  All personnel are 
trained extensively in rendering safe Improvised Explosive Devices (IED) with emphasis on chemical and 
biological IED’s and Improvised Dispersal  Devices (IDD).   The team has standard EOD response 
equipment as well as a Remote Ordnance Neutralization System (RONS) robot, a Foam Mitigation System, 
SRS-5 and EOD-8 Bomb Suit. 
 
 C4I – The IRF includes organic suites of communications equipment providing classified and 
unclassified data, phones, and single channel radios. System design allows for rapid deployment, 
employment, and re-deployment with full spectrum capabilities established within minutes. These 
systems are able to utilize commercial and military satellites, cellular, or available on-site 
connectivity. Communications interoperability capabilities allow for cross-talk between Title 10 and 
Title 32 military organizations as well as local, state, tribal, and federal civilian agencies. This 
flexible and adaptive C4I structure allows CBIRF elements to integrate with different levels of Higher 
Headquarters from as small as a Defense Coordinating Officer (DCO) to a full JTF.  
 
 Logistics – The IRF arrives as a relatively self-sustaining force. All functions of logistics 
are resident within the IRF. In addition, the support staff has contracting officials that possess the 
capability to put large support contracts into immediate action. The only resource the IRF requires at 
the incident site is a water source.  Water source can be a fire hydrant, a pumper/tanker truck or a 
standing body of water.   



 
 
CBIRF Concept of Operations:  
 

(1) No Notice Response (Standing package): The first concept is based on a no-notice response 
where an attack has been conducted and the first responders are requesting help.  Under that concept, 
CBIRF would deploy/employ an IRF.  The IRF is a standard task-organized ~130-man force with 
capabilities described above.  A Command Assessment Team capable of providing situational awareness 
for the Commanding Officer, technical advice and preparing the ground for receiving the IRF can deploy 
on short notice and provide an appropriate number of Liaisons Officer (LNO) to outside agencies 
depending upon the requirement and/or situation. CBIRF will recall a second IRF after the first IRF 
has been deployed in order to act as follow on force or respond to another incident. 
 

(2) Pre-Staged/Forward Deployed:  The second concept is based on forward deploying a 
specifically task organized Response Force to a pre-designated staging site in response to a credible 
threat or an approved request for support.  Normally these are designated Special Event Homeland 
Security (SEHS) operations.  Under this concept, CBIRF would task organizes the deploying element to 
meet the requirements identified by the requesting agency/unit for the specific mission. These 
elements are normally called Special Purpose Initial Response Force (SPIRF).  

 
Responding by Land, Air or Sea: 
 

(1) Vehicle:  No latter than twenty four hours of the alert, the IRF can be mounted on 24 
commercial vehicles, and ready to deploy by road march to any incident East of the Mississippi River.   

 
(2) Fixed Wing: If air deployment is required, the IRF deploys to the Aerial Port of 

Embarkation (APOE) (normally Andrews AFB).  All vehicles are packed to embarkation specifications, so 
if C-5 or C-17s are available, the vehicles simply drive on the aircraft after Joint Inspection.  If 
these aircraft are not available, the IRF can palletize its equipment in one hour.  The cargo is then 
transportable by any commercial or military cargo aircraft.  If the cargo is transported on pallets, 
there must be trucks provided at the Aerial Port of Debarkation (APOD) to transport the equipment and 
personnel to the incident site.   

 
(3) Landing Craft Air Cushioned (LCAC):  The ~130-men IRF can deploy from Indian Head in its 

response vehicles and be prepared for pickup via Landing Craft Air Cushioned (LCAC).  This response 
force comes with full IRF capabilities, self-sustainment by ground, and can deploy to the incident 
site regardless of road congestion. 

 
 (4) Helicopter:  Depending on the incident location, a smaller (48 person) CBIRF element may 
deploy by CH-53, CH-46.  The Helicopter-borne IRF consists of a reduced IRF capability that can 
provide an “initial” entry support to the requesting agency/unit.  This force enables rapid response 
to greater distances with dedicated helicopter support.   
 
Sustainment:  The IRF carries enough PPE to allow for three entries in level B, or C PPE for three 
days into the contaminated area by all members of the team, this is dependent on the hazardous 
substance and conditions present at the incident.  Each IRF maintains the internal capability to 
refill Self Contained Breathing Apparatus. In addition, CBIRF maintains additional PPE in warehouses 
at Indian Head, MD.   
 

(1) Push Package: Upon deployment of the IRF, the logistics personnel in conjunction with other 
CBIRF sections and personnel such as the CBRN Warehouse will prepare the CBIRF Push Package which 
consists of additional PPE and other classes of supply for immediate re-supply of the forward deployed 
IRF to increase there sustainability for an additional four to five days.  

 
(2) Additional methods of sustainment: CBIRF maintains the capability to be resupplied with all 

classes of supply through the Incident Commander/Joint Task Force (JTF), Base Support Installations 
(BSI), Logistical reach back from higher and adjacent Marine Corps units and CBIRF’s internal 
contracting officers 
 

CBIRF is a life-saving organization and time is crucial. 
 
CBIRF ALWAYS maintains a ~130 man, ~24 vehicle IRF on alert at Indian Head, MD.  If required, the IRF 
can be reinforced by a second IRF with up to 200 additional Marines and Sailors within a short period 
of time after the first IRF’s deployment. CBIRF can provide two full IRFs or one IRF and one mission 
tailored force for independent operations. 

 



Elements 
 
! Identify Chemical, Biological, 

Radiological, and Nuclear 
agents and substances, assess 
current and projected 
consequences, advise on 
response measures and assist 
with requests for additional 
support 

  
! Operations mandated by Statue 
 
! Receive more than 600 hours of 

high-tech training by agencies 
such as Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, Dept. of 
Energy, Dept. of Justice, and the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency 

 
! 57 CSTs are located in each 

state and U.S. territory and 
Washington D.C.; two in CA, 
NY and FL 

 
! 55 certified CSTs, remaining 

two in certification program 
during FY10.  

 
! Under control of the Governor, 

alert and on standby 24/7/365 
 
! Deployable within 90 minutes 

(advance team); main body 
deployable within three hours 

 
! Operates high tech equipment 

including a specialized/secure 
communications vehicle 
(Unified Command Suite), and a 
mobile analytical laboratory 
system with a full suite of 
chemical, biological, and 
radiological analysis equipment 

 
Example of CST Operations:   
 
! 2001 World Trade Center 

response, Space Shuttle 
Columbia recovery, Salt Lake 
City Winter Olympics, 
Hurricane Katrina recovery, and 
various National and State 
Special Security events.  

 
Funding:   
 
! Federally resourced, trained, 

equipped, and sustained, yet 
state controlled 

 

 

Broad range capabilities at a moment’s notice 

Weapons of Mass Destruction Civil Support Team (WMD CST) Mission: 
To support civil authorities at a domestic CBRNE incident site with 
identification and assessment of hazards, advice to civil authorities, and 
facilitating the arrival of follow-on military forces during emergencies and 
incidents of WMD terrorism, intentional and unintentional release of CBRN 
materials and natural or man-made disasters in the United States the result in, 
or could result in, catastrophic loss of life or property.  WMD CSTs 
complement and enhance, but do not duplicate, State CBRNE response 
capabilities.   
 
Overview: The Adjutant General either employs the WMD CST to support the 
state response under the direction of the governor or to support another state’s 
response under a supported governor.  
 
The WMD CST is comprised of 22 full-time, Title 32 AGR Army and Air 
National Guard personnel.  The structure of the unit is divided into six 
sections: command, operations, communications, administration/logistics, 
medical/analytical, and survey.  
 
Each WMD CST deploys, within 3 hours of notification, to an incident site 
using its organic assigned vehicles which includes a command vehicle, 
operations trailer, a communications platform called the Unified Command 
Suite (which provides a broad spectrum of secure communications 
capabilities), an Analytical Laboratory System vehicle (containing a full suite 
of analysis equipment to support the characterization of the hazard) and several 
general purpose vehicles. The WMD CST can also be moved by air, rail, 
commercial line haul or ship.  
 
 

 
Learn More: http://www.ngb.army.mil/features/HomelandDefense/cst/factsheet.html 

 
For more information contact NGB Public Affairs (Media Desk) 703-607-2584 Current as of 9 November 2009  

http://www.ngb.army.mil/features/HomelandDefense/cst/factsheet.html
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Introduction to the
National Guard and

Weapons of Mass
Destruction

Civil Support Team
(WMD-CST)

Introduction – personal background and qualifications

This briefing is designed to give you an overview of the National Guard, and specifically, one of its response capabilities – the Weapons of Mass
Destruction Civil Support Team: what is it, and its mission, training requirements, operational employment, and equipment.
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•• Constitutional Militia in 54Constitutional Militia in 54
states, territories, and DCstates, territories, and DC

•• Federal ReserveFederal Reserve
ComponentsComponents
–– Army National GuardArmy National Guard
–– Air National GuardAir National Guard

•• Citizen-Soldiers/AirmenCitizen-Soldiers/Airmen
–– A civilian career PLUSA civilian career PLUS

military service to state &military service to state &
nationnation

What is the National Guard (NG)?What is the National Guard (NG)?

The National Guard has two roles – one as the constitutional militia in 54 states, territories, and DC and the other as Reserve Components of the
Army and the Air Force.  Members of the National Guard are citizen-soldiers - Americans with families and full-time careers who also dedicate
some weekends, weeknights, and several weeks each year to put on a military uniform and practice the military skills needed to keep America
strong and ready.

This dual state/federal role for the National  Guard is based on a Constitutional mandate. The relationship is unique and sets the National  Guard
apart from other military reserve forces.  The root for this dual role began with the militia forces that were part of earliest Colonial America and
remains an essential part of our National Security -- at home and overseas.
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NG Readiness MandateNG Readiness Mandate

• Preposition and stage and/or respond with
overwhelming National Guard forces and
capabilities to immediately support civilian
authorities to:
– Save lives, mitigate human suffering (evacuation

and rescue)
– Preserve or restore civil order
– Maintain or reestablish communications
– Ensure continuity of operations and government
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NG Homeland Defense RolesNG Homeland Defense Roles

• NG Homeland Defense missions are
focused in four areas:

– Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP)
– CBRNE events
– CONUS Communications Support
– Joint Force command and control

•Integrating force protection and responsive Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) to protect against and mitigate the effects of attacks against
key assets and elements of the Defense Industrial Base (DIB).

•Preparing for and mitigating the effects of multiple simultaneous chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-yield explosive (CBRNE)
events.

•Joint CONUS Communications Support Enterprise (JCCSE) to support inter-agency information sharing.

•Providing Joint Force command and control within each state.
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NG ManpowerNG Manpower

Army Army 
National National 
GuardGuard
77%77%

Air Air 
National National 
GuardGuard
23%23%

There are nearly half-a-million men and women in the National Guard with approximately 77% in the Army National Guard and the remaining 23%
in the Air National Guard.
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Versatile & UniqueVersatile & Unique
The National Guard can operate in three
distinct legal statuses:

– Federal Active Duty (Title 10 USC):
• Federal Worldwide Missions
• Federal Command
• Federal Funding

– State Active Duty (per State Law):
• State Domestic Missions
• State Command
• State Funding

– Title 32 Duty Status (Title 32 USC) -- where the
Guard most commonly trains and operates:

• Domestic Missions
• State Command
• Federal Funding

The nature of the mission typically drives the best legal status in which to operate

Part of the unique flexibility that the National Guard brings to the table for Domestic Operations is our ability to operate in one of three different
and distinct legal statuses.

This flexibility is a consequence of our unique dual roles as a shared state and federal military force.

When operating in a federal role on Federal Active Duty under the authority of Title 10 of the U.S. Code, the Guard is utilizing the same legal
authority as the rest of the U.S. Armed Forces.

Unlike the rest of the U.S. Armed forces though, we can also operate under the control of the states in our State role.

In State Active Duty Status we operate in our State role to conduct State missions in accordance with State law, under State control, and utilizing
state funding.

Finally we have an exceptionally flexible hybrid State and Federal status defined by Title 32 of the U.S. Code that allows us to operate
domestically under state control but with federal funding.  This status is where we most commonly train and operate domestically.

The nature of the mission typically tends to drive the optimum legal status to utilize in executing it.
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Command &  
Control  

Governor Governor*  President  

Area of 
Operation  

IAW State Law  CONUS Worldwide  

Pay State**  Federal  Federal  

Mission 
types 

IAW State Law  
(Riot control, 
Emergency 
Response, etc.)  

Training,  
And other 
federally 
authorized.  

Overseas Tng,  
& as assigned 
after 
mobilization  

Discipline  State Military 
Code 

State Military 
Code 

UCMJ 

Support Law 
Enforcement  

Yes Yes Limited by 
Posse Comitatus   

 

 

State Active Duty Title 32 Title 10

STATESTATE FEDERALFEDERAL

*Washington DC National Guard  U.S. T-49
**  PR, GU, VI, DC Federal $ 

GuardsmenGuardsmen  DutyDuty  StatusStatus  ComparisonComparison
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NG Spectrum of OperationsNG Spectrum of Operations

The National Guard uses its unique
 dual roles to operate across this entire spectrum

Support to Civil Authorities Contingencies 

State 
Missions

Federal
 Warfighting Missions

Homeland Security Homeland Defense

Counterdrug Air & Missile Defense
Critical Infrastructure Protection

Given the unique nature of our State and Federal roles and the flexibility provided by the three legal statuses in which we can operate, the
National Guard is exceptionally well suited to operate domestically across this entire spectrum of operations and the wide range of missions.
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National Interest/Control, Decentralized Execution

Operational Title 32 Military
Civil 

Overseas 
Conflict

Border
SecurityLocal & State 

Crisis
Management

Preemptive and
Retaliatory Strikes

Missile
Defense/

Air 
Sovereignty

Law 
Enforcement
(MSCLEA)

Regional 
Consequence
Management

(EMAC)

Airport
Security

Local & State 
Consequence
Management

Counter
 Narco-

Terrorism 

Physical
or Cyber
Attack on
Homeland

National
Security
Special
Events

Critical
Infrastructure

Protection
(CIP)

2 
Swiftly
defeat

efforts in
two regions

1
Win

decisively
in one
region

1 
Defense of the Homeland

Theater
Security

Cooperation

SpectrumSpectrum  ofof  OperationsOperations

Governor Equities 4
Deter

forward in
four critical

 regions
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(Key: 1 Star for every 3 installations)(Key: 1 Star for every 3 installations)
Nearly 3300 Locations in 2700 CommunitiesNearly 3300 Locations in 2700 Communities

Army & Air National Guard InstallationsArmy & Air National Guard Installations

3200 ARNG Facilities

88 ANG Bases

2700 Communities

54 States and Territories
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The Role of the National
Guard

During Crisis Operations
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12

DISASTERDISASTER

- County EOC
- Mutual Aid
-City Emergency
      Operations Center (EOC)
- Second/Third alarm
- Arriving Responders

GOVERNORGOVERNOR
State DeclarationState Declaration

- National Guard- National Guard
- State EOC- State EOC

Emergency Management
Assistance Compacts (EMAC)

PRESIDENT
Federal Declaration

From Supporting States
- National Guard
- State Agencies

Other MilitaryOther Military
ResourcesResources

Dept of HomelandDept of Homeland
Security Security (FEMA)(FEMA)

Active DutyActive Duty
ForcesForces

FederalizedFederalized
National GuardNational Guard

Nearly all missions are accomplished below this level!

< .001%
Of Guard Domestic

Operations
(10X since WWII)

99.999%
of the time

Event A
scendancy

      C
atastrophic                                M

ajor                         R
outine

TieredTiered  DomesticDomestic ResponseResponse

In the majority of events, the National Guard handles domestic responses to disasters and emergencies..

Only super disasters like Hurricanes Katrina and Andrew will federal assets and forces get involved.  Even then, they are LIFO – Last In, First Out
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JFHQ-STATES

SUPPORT UNDER
MUTUAL AID (EMAC)

LOCAL FIRST-
RESPONDERS

NATIONAL GUARD

RRCC

REQUEST FOR
ASSISTANCE

NGB ASSISTANCE

CNGB

STATE
OPS CENTER

STATE 
RESPONSE

STATE
GOVERNOR

NG Support to State Emergency ResponseNG Support to State Emergency Response

SOURCING COORDINATION
NRCC

NG LNO

State
Assets
Includes

State
NG

NG LNO NG LNO

RRCC:  Regional Response Coordination Center (FEMA)

NRCC:  National Response Coordination Center

EMAC:  Emergency Management Assistance Center
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Chief NGBChief NGB

ChannelChannel  ofof  CommunicationsCommunications

ANG COSANG COS

Director, Joint Staff, NGBDirector, Joint Staff, NGB

ARNG COSARNG COS

ARNGARNG
UnitsUnits

ANG ANG 
UnitsUnits

Director ANGDirector ANGDirector ARNGDirector ARNG

Adjutant/Commanding GeneralsAdjutant/Commanding Generals
54 States & Territories54 States & Territories

The National Guard Bureau is a joint bureau of the Departments of the Army and the Air Force.  It is the statutory “channel of communications”
between the several States and the Departments of the the Army and the Air Force regarding all matters pertaining to the National Guard.

The Chief, NGB is appointed by the President. By law, he “is the principal adviser to the Secretary of the Army and the Chief of Staff of the Army,
and to the Secretary of the Air Force and the Chief of Staff of the Air Force, on matters relating to the National Guard.”  A Vice Chief appointed by
the Secretary of Defense performs such duties as the Chief prescribes.  To assist the Chief in carrying out the functions of the National Guard
Bureau there is a Director, Army National Guard and a Director, Air National Guard appointed by the Service Secretaries.

The NGB Joint Staff supports the Chief in his role to:

•Serve as the primary advisor on the employment (channel of communication) of National Guard military forces operating in U.S. States
and Territories

•Plan for and coordinate operational employment, as required, with the appropriate JFHQ, Combatant Commanders, the Chairman, the
Secretaries and Chiefs of the Army and the Air Force, and the Federal Interagency (Force Coordinator)

•Support the development of operational capabilities, concepts, and plans for Domestic Operations involving National Guard forces

The senior military officer and de facto commander of a state's military forces, including the National Guard, the Naval Militia, and any State
Defense Forces is the Adjutant General , commonly referred to as TAG.  In 48 states,, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the US Virgin Islands, the Adjutant
General is appointed by the Governor.   The exceptions are Vermont, where the Adjutant General is appointed by the legislature and South
Carolina, where they are elected by the voters.   In the District of Columbia, the person is called  the commanding general and is appointed by the
President of the United States.
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TAG/SEMA

Governor

TAG is dual-hatted
as State Emergency
Management Agency
(SEMA) Director

•  All emergencies / disasters are local in nature
•  The National Guard is the first military force to support
    local/state emergency responders

TAG

Governor

SEMA State Agency

Governor

Three basic variants

TAG is a cabinet level
official equal with
SEMA Director

TAG is a cabinet
level official; SEMA is
not and reports to
another agency

SEMA

TAG

Note:  There are 4 other variants:  DC reports to SecARMY
                                               NC, VA, WV - TAG & SEMA are not cabinet officials
                                               MA - SEMA is cabinet official, TAG is not
                                               VT reports to Legislature

TAGTAG  RoleRole  inin  StateState  EmergencyEmergency  MgmtMgmt
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StateState  EmergencyEmergency  ManagementManagement

This picture depicts TAG who are dual hatted as State Director, Emergency management ( EM), State Director, Homeland Security (HLS), or both
(State Dir EM and State Dir HLS)
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NationalNational  GuardGuard  andand  EMACEMAC

• Seventy-one (71) EMAC activations 1995 -2007
• All states and territories have participated
• Events include

– Hurricane
– Floods
– Tornados
– Wildfires
– Winter Storms
– Y2K
– Terrorist Event (Pentagon)
– Mass Fatalities

The EMAC mutual aid agreement and partnership between member states exist because from hurricanes to earthquakes, wildfires to toxic waste
spills, and terrorist attacks to biological and chemical incidents, all states share a common enemy: the threat of disaster.
Since being ratified by Congress and signed into law, in 1996, (Public Law 104-321), 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the US
Virgin Islands have enacted legislation to become members of EMAC.  EMAC is the first national disaster-relief compact since the Civil Defense
and Disaster Compact of 1950 to be ratified by Congress.
The strength of EMAC and the quality that distinguishes it from other plans and compacts lies in its governance structure, its relationship with
federal organizations, states, counties, territories, & regions, and the ability to move just about any resource one state has to assist another state,
including medical resources.
EMAC offers the following benefits:

•EMAC assistance may be more readily available than other resources.
•EMAC allows for a quick response to disasters using the unique human resources and expertise possessed by member states.
•EMAC offers state-to-state assistance during Governor declared state of emergencies: EMAC offers a responsive and straightforward
system for states to send personnel and equipment to help disaster relief efforts in other states. When resources are overwhelmed,
EMAC helps to fill the shortfalls.
•EMAC establishes a firm legal foundation: Once the conditions for providing assistance to a requesting state have been set, the terms
constitute a legally binding contractual agreement that make affected states responsible for reimbursement. Responding states can rest
assured that sending aid will not be a financial or legal burden and personnel sent are protected under workers compensation and
liability provisions.  The EMAC legislation solves the problems of liability and responsibilities of cost and allows for credentials to be
honored across state lines.
•EMAC provides fast and flexible assistance:  EMAC allows states to ask for whatever assistance they need for any type of emergency,
from earthquakes to acts of terrorism.  EMAC's simple procedures help states dispense with bureaucratic wrangling.
•EMAC can move resources other compacts can't - like medical resources.

States sign on to the EMAC website to identify requirements which are then broadcast to other states.

EMAC contract generated to meet requirements and available resources

Status report on EMAC is web based. and updated as contracts are put in place

All states have visibility on requests on the EMAC website – this is a restricted resource available to member states and special functions.  NGB
has initiated a request to have access (Jan 06)
Daily status is provided to FEMA by EMAC for large scale operations.  FEMA provides that information to NGB.  EMAC information is managed
by NGB LNOs at FEMA.

Supporting state files for reimbursement with supported state once the contract period expires
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EMACEMAC  ProcessProcess

There are 8  key players in EMAC operations:
Requesting State- any EMAC member state that is asking for interstate assistance under the Compact.  The governor must declare a state of
emergency before the EMAC process can be initiated.
Assisting State - any EMAC member state responding to a request for assistance from and providing resources to another EMAC member state
through the Compact.
Authorized Representative (AR) - the person within a member state empowered to obligate state resources (provide assistance) and expend
state funds (request assistance) under EMAC.  In a Requesting State, the AR is the person who can legally initiate a request for assistance under
EMAC.  In an Assisting State, the AR is the person who can legally approve the response to a request for assistance. State Emergency
Management Directors are automatically ARs. The director may delegate this authority to other emergency management officials within the
organization, as long as they possess the same obligating authority as the director.
Designated Contact (DC) - is a person within a member state who is very familiar with the EMAC process.  The DC serves as the point of
contact for EMAC in his or her state and can discuss the details of a request for assistance.  This person is not usually legally empowered to
initiate an EMAC request or authorize EMAC assistance without direction from the AR.  A list of DCs is found in Appendix E in Section V of the
EMAC Operations Manual.
EMAC National Coordination Group (NCG) - is the nationwide EMAC point of contact during normal day-to-day, nonevent periods.  The NCG is
prepared to activate EMAC on short notice by coordinating with the ARs and DCs of the EMAC member states when an emergency or disaster is
anticipated or occurs. The NCG is collocated with the current Chair of the EMAC Operations Subcommittee and Executive Task Force.  Because
the Chair of the EMAC Operations Subcommittee changes every year, the NCG changes every year as well.
EMAC National Coordinating Team (NCT) -  If DHS/FEMA activates the National Response Coordination Center to coordinate the federal
response and recovery operations during an emergency or disaster, DHS/FEMA may request a coordination element from EMAC.  The EMAC
NCT is the EMAC team that is deployed to serve as a liaison at the NRCC, located in Washington, D.C.  From the NRCC, the EMAC NCT
coordinates with the deployed EMAC components responding to the emergency or disaster and is the liaison between the EMAC assistance
efforts and the federally provided assistance efforts. The costs for deploying and maintaining an EMAC NCT at the NEOC are reimbursed by
DHS/FEMA through NEMA/CSG.
EMAC Regional Coordinating Team (RCT) - If DHS/FEMA activates a Regional Coordination Center (RRCC) to coordinate the regional
response and recovery operations during an emergency or disaster, DHS/FEMA may request a coordination element from EMAC.  The EMAC
RCT is the EMAC team that is deployed to serve as a liaison at the RRCC.  From the RRCC, the EMAC RCT coordinates with deployed EMAC
components responding to the emergency in states within the region, and is the liaison between the EMAC assistance efforts and the federally
provided assistance efforts. The costs for deploying and maintaining an EMAC NCT at the NEOC are reimbursed by DHS/FEMA through
NEMA/CSG.
Member states
 All Member States have the following responsibilities (as defined in the EMAC Articles):

•To be familiar with possible joint member situations
•To be familiar with other states' emergency plans
•To Develop an emergency plan and procedures for managing and provisioning assistance
•Assist in warnings
•Protect and ensure uninterrupted delivery of services, medicine, water, food, energy and fuel, search and rescue, and critical lifeline
equipment, services, and resources
•Inventory and set procedures for interstate loan and delivery of human and material resources, including procedures for reimbursement
or forgiveness
•Provide for the temporary suspension of any statutes or ordinances that restrict implementation

EMAC can be used for ANY capability one member state has that can be shared with another member state.  So long as there is a governor
declared state of emergency, EMAC can be called to action and used.
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(1.) NG JFHQ-State JOC provides RFA
to NGB JOC for equip or personnel for
SAD/T-32 mission.

(2.) NGB JOC assesses RFA and
coordinates effort between ARNG and
ANG from all providing or candidate
states to satisfy RFA.

(3.) NGB JOC facilitates RFA and provides
any further assistance requested between
requesting state JOCs and providing state
JOCs after ARNG and ANG source solutions.
States execute EMAC process with
recommended units.

NGB reports NG movement and activity
related to EMAC to ensure:
a.) States getting help required
b.) CNGB has SA over all NG forces
c.)  DoD has SA over NG Forces

            HowHow  NGBNGB  AssistsAssists  EMACEMAC  ProcessProcess

RFA:  Request for Assistance

SAD:  State Active Duty

T-32: Title 32

SA: situational awareness
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KEY CHARACTERISTICS:
Must be certified by Secretary of Defense
• Unique to National Guard
• Operate only in US territory
• Main role is support to Governor and IC (analytic, advisory, civil-

military interface and communications functions
• Sophisticated Reachback System
• Interoperable with Civil Responders

That National Guard has several capabilities that play a critical role in homeland defense and civil support to include CERFP, NG Reaction Force
(NGRF), Critical Infrastructure Program – Mission Assurance Assessments (CIP-MAA), and the NG Counter Drug (NGCD) program.  Today, we
will be focusing on the WMD-CSTs

The WMD-CSTs were established, trained and equipped to provide the initial military support to attacks using nuclear, chemical, biological , or
radiological weapons.  Additionally, in FY07, Congress expanded their use to include man-made or natural disasters.  These teams, unique to the
National Guard and can only respond to real-world missions after SECDEF certification, are made up of 22 highly trained AGR Army and Air
National Guard personnel.

The WMD-CSTs assist civil responders in dealing with the potentially overwhelming effects of a CBRNE attack. When responding to the
consequences of such an incident, the local incident commander requests assistance through the established emergency management system
from local,  county, state, and federal agencies, as required.  We know that we, in the Department of Defense, though  not in charge of response
to natural or man-made disasters, will be called on quickly to support the lead federal agency, just as the National Guard supports the lead
agencies in the state.

These teams provide additional technical capabilities for assessing the situation.  They can provide advice on dealing with the effects of the
incident or attack, and to help the incident commander make accurate, expedited requests for that assistance through the emergency response
system (local, state, and federal).  Their knowledge of CBRN attacks and military capabilities can especially help characterize the assistance
required from military organizations so that , through the established civil response systems, we can get the needed help to the site in the most
expeditious manner.  Their equipment includes state-of-the-art gear to supplement local and state response organizations and provide
communications reachback capabilities to other experts needed to help the local response.
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HistoryHistory

• Conference Report 105-206 (FY98 Defense
Appropriation Act), Chemical and Biological Defense
Programs (accompanying H.R. 2266):  “… assign the
National Guard with the new role of countering
chemical and biological terrorism in the United
States…”

• Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Tiger Team –
Reserve Component Integration Plan:  Directed the
construction of a complete model for integrating the
Reserve Components into a consequence management
response for domestic terrorism incidents involving
weapons of mass destruction.

Conference Report 105-206 (FY98 Defense Appropriation Act), Chemical and Biological Defense Programs (accompanying H.R. 2266):
“The Committee strongly supports the recommendations of the Secretary of Defense in the May 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review to assign the
National Guard with the new role of countering chemical and biological terrorism in the United States. …The National Guard is the ideal
organization to transfer specialized military knowledge and expertise to the local domestic level according to long standing norms and practices in
this country.”

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Tiger Team – Reserve Component Integration Plan:  On November 3, 1997 the DEPSECDEF
directed that the Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness to oversee the development of a plan to integrate the Reserve
Components into the DoD response to attacks using WMD. During a November 7, 1997 meeting, the Under Secretary of Defense directed the
construction of a complete model for integrating the Reserve Components into a consequence management response for domestic terrorism
incidents involving weapons of mass destruction.

The DEPSECDEF, (Dr. Hamre) in response to the Defense Science Board’s meetings during the Summer of 1997 and at the Direction of the
SECDEF (Sec Cohen), commissioned a tiger team, led by then BG Schultz to review ways that the DoD could better support the civil authority in
preparing for and responding to weapons of mass destruction (WMD) terrorism.  The resulting tiger team report was developed by an Integrated
Concept Team (ICT) who analyzed the strategic level threat (STAR), analyzed the current capabilities to conduct the mission (MAA), assessed
what DoD needed to conduct the mission (MNA), and developed an implementation recommendation or Concept for Future Joint Operations
(CFJO) or CAPSTONE document.

The process, and concluding results were approved by the DEPSECDEF as DRID #25 in January 1998 and the DEPSECDEF directed the acting
SECARMY to establish a Program Integration Office to train, organize, and equip the Civil Support Teams within a year and develop other
response elements thereafter, but within 5 years, and in accordance with ruling Program Budget Decisions (PBD) .

In advance of the DEPSECDEF signing the DRID #25, OSD, Comptroller developed the funding for the Consequence Management Program,
(PBD 712, December 1997), re-prioritizing DoD’s budget to fund the CSTs, and other aspects of the Program.  Congress in October 1998
(FY1999) passed what is now Section 12310, Title 10 USC which authorized the CSTs, some 9 months after OSD directed the establishment of
the teams.
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DirectivesDirectives  andand  InitiativesInitiatives

• PDD-39:  U.S. Policy on Counterterrorism,
delineated the responsibilities for federal
agencies in combating terrorism, to include
domestic incidents.

• PDD-62:  Combating Terrorism, further defined
responsibilities for specific agencies.

• Nunn-Lugar-Domenici Act
– provide enhanced support to improve the capabilities of state

and local emergency response agencies
– enhance the capability of the Federal Government to prevent

and respond to terrorist incidents

Presidential Decision Directive (PDD)-39:  U.S. Policy on Counterterrorism, issued in June 1995, delineated the responsibilities for federal
agencies in combating terrorism, to include domestic incidents. In this PDD, the United States takes a stand on the deterrence, response, and
defeat of all terrorist threats and activity. Terrorist attacks, whether they occur domestically or elsewhere, will be regarded as a potential threat to
national security, as well as a criminal act. Such actions will result in the retaliation of appropriate U.S. force. PDD 39 iterates that the United
States will pursue all efforts to "deter and preempt, apprehend and prosecute, or assist other governments to prosecute individuals who
perpetrate or plan to perpetrate such attacks.”  It directed a number of measures to reduce the Nation’s vulnerability to terrorism, to deter and
respond to terrorist acts, and to strengthen capabilities to prevent and manage the consequences of terrorist use of nuclear, biological, and
chemical (NBC) weapons including weapons of mass destruction (WMD).

PDD-62:  Combating Terrorism, issued in May 1998, further defined responsibilities and strengthens the roles and responsibilities of the Federal
agencies in responding to and preventing terrorism. Some of the responsibilities include capturing and prosecuting terrorists; improving security of
the airlines, waterways, and roads; and protecting the nation’s computer-based systems that play an integral role in the U.S. economy; and
developing policies and programs related to counter-terrorism, critical infrastructure protection, terrorism preparedness, and consequence
management for weapons of mass destruction.

Both directives called for the establishment of robust, tailored, and rapidly deployable interagency teams that conduct well-coordinated and highly-
integrated operations in response to the crisis generated by a terrorist attack (crisis management [CrM]) and cope with the consequences that
follow (consequence management [CM]). The evolving threat requires leaders and planners to conduct assessments (during deliberate and crisis
action planning) that analyze the impact of CBRNE on the security of the united states.

Nunn-Lugar-Domenici:  -  The N-L-D legislation authorizes that Federal resources, training, and technical assistance be offered to state and local
emergency management personnel who would respond to a terrorist incident

•The Domestic Preparedness Program helps tie the capabilities together, particularly between different agencies.

•First responders are on the front line and they are tied together as the total emergency response team.

•Most likely, the state and local capabilities will be quickly overwhelmed in a WMD terrorist event.

•The key here is to enhance capabilities to prevent and respond to a WMD incident

-It will take all of us working together to succeed in this endeavor.

The purpose of the NLD Act:

•To provide enhanced support to improve the capabilities of state and local emergency response agencies to prevent and respond to such
incidents at both the national and local levels.

•To enhance the capability of the Federal Government to prevent and respond to terrorist incidents involving  weapons of mass destruction.
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UniUnitted ed StatesStates  CodeCode

• Title 10,  USC § 12310:  Member of the National Guard serving
on full-time National Guard duty under section 502 (f) of title 32
perform duties in support of emergency preparedness programs to
prepare for or to respond to any emergency involving
– weapon of mass destruction
– terrorist attack or threatened terrorist attack
– intentional or unintentional release of nuclear, biological, radiological, or

toxic or poisonous chemical materials
– natural or manmade disaster in the United States

• Para. (c):  A Reserve may perform duties only while assigned to a
reserve component weapon of mass destruction civil support team
and performing those duties within the geographical limits of the
United States, its territories and possessions, the District of
Columbia, and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, and the
Virgin Islands.

Role of WMD-CSTs recently expanded. The bill was introduced in April 2006 as H.R. (House Resolution) 5122 (John Warner National Defense
Authorization Act) and was signed into law on October 17, 2006
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WMDWMD  DefinitionDefinition

• The term “weapon of mass destruction” means
any weapon or device that is intended, or has the
capability, to cause death or serious bodily injury
to a significant number of people through the
release, dissemination, or impact of—
– toxic or poisonous chemicals or their precursors;
– a disease organism; or
– radiation or radioactivity.
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WMDWMD  ≈≈  CBRNECBRNE

• Chemical
– Nerve
– Blister
– Blood
– Choking
– Chlorine
– Incapacitating

• Biological
– Botulism Toxin
– Anthrax
– Plague
– Ricin

• Radiological
– Medical, industrial

equipment
– Cesium-137
– Cobalt-60
– Americium-241

• Nuclear
– Fissile material (uranium

or plutonium)

• High-yield Explosives

There are several definitions for WMD, but these are the types of incidents which the DOD considers as WMD.  The sub-bullets are only
examples and are not exhaustive.

RDDs also known as dirty bomb, radiological emitting device, improvised radiological devices.

Cesium-137 is one of the most common radioisotopes used in industry. Thousands of devices use cesium-137:

•moisture-density gauges, widely used in the construction industry

•leveling gauges, used in industries to detect liquid flow in pipes and tanks

•thickness gauges, for measuring thickness of sheet metal, paper, film and many other products

•well-logging devices in the drilling industry to help characterize rock strata

•medical therapy to treat cancer.

Cobalt-60 is used in many common industrial applications, such as in leveling devices and thickness gauges, and in radiotherapy in hospitals.
Large sources of cobalt-60 are increasingly used for sterilization of spices and certain foods.   Cobalt-60 is also used for industrial radiography, a
process similar to an x-ray, to detect structural flaws in metal parts. One of its uses is in a medical device for the precise treatment of otherwise
inoperable deformities of blood vessels and brain tumors.

By far the largest and most widespread use of americium-241 is as a component in household and industrial smoke detectors. It is the radiation
source for a number of applications:

•medical diagnostic devices

•research

•fluid-density gauges

•thickness gauges

•aircraft fuel gauges

•distance-sensing devices.

Nuclear may also include improvised nuclear devices (A device incorporating radioactive materials designed to result in the dispersal of
radioactive material or in the formation of nuclear-yield reaction. Such devices may be fabricated in a completely improvised manner or may be an
improvised modification to a US or foreign nuclear weapon. )

Explosives is categorized as high-explosives (HE) or low-order explosives (LE).  HE produces a defining supersonic overpressurization shock
wave. Examples of HE include Trinitrotoluene, nitroglycerin, dynamite, and ammonium nitrate fuel oil. LE create a subsonic explosion and lack
HE’s overpressurization wave. Examples of LE include TICs, pipe bombs, gunpowder, and most pure petroleum-based bombs such as Molotov
cocktails or aircraft improvised as guided missiles. HE and LE cause different injury patterns.  IEDs (improvised explosive devices) may fall into
this category.
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ProgramProgram  PurposePurpose

“To provide military unique capabilities,
expertise and technologies to assist State
Governors (to) prepare for and respond to

CBRNE incidents.  Team must complement
and enhance (not duplicate) State CBRNE

response capabilities.”

                          DoD Program Review, Sep 01
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Support civil authorities at a domestic CBRNE
incident site by identifying CBRNE

agents/substances, assessing current and
projected consequences, advising on response

measures, and assisting with appropriate requests
for additional support.

This includes intentional or unintentional release of nuclear,
biological, radiological, or toxic or poisonous chemical
materials and natural or man-made disasters in the United
States that results in, or could result in, catastrophic loss of
life or property.

MissionMission
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ADVISE

ASSIST

WMD-CST CONOPSWMD-CST CONOPS

IDENTIFY

= Stand-By

= Response or Stand-By

= CBRNE Incident Occurs

ASSESS

DETECT

ADVISE

ASSIST

PREPARE

ASSESS

DETERMINE
CONTAMINATED

AREA

• Alert to presence of
  potential hazard
• Sample for characterization
• Collect hazard info
• Provide modeling

• Determine identity or hazard class
• Identify effects
• Advise on casualty minimization measures
• Advise on containment measures
• Report / info exchange
• Refine models
• Provide Reachback

• Determine scope
• Assess consequences
• Assess infrastructure effects
• Refine models
• Advise on mitigation measures
• Advise and link to follow-on forces
• C2 CST Augmentation assets

= Provide situational awareness

• Participate in advanced planning
• Coordinate for potential response
• Report / info exchange
• Link to support agencies
• Prepare for follow-on forces
• C2 CST Augmentation assets
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TypicalTypical  RequestRequest  ProcedureProcedure

State Emergency
Management System

Local community

WMD-CST

Governor

The Adjutant General

Incident Commander

State Coordinating
Officer (SEMA)

Request for assistance received from the local community to the State Emergency Management (EM) system

EM requests Governor for WMD-CST assistance

Governor directs the Adjutant General (TAG)

TAG directs WMD-CST assistance

When mobilized, the WMD-CST supports of the Incident Commander
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• Organizes WMD-CSTs on a short recall
status to deploy anywhere in the U.S.

• In response to a suspected, threatened, or
actual terrorist attack

• Coverage across the Nation organized
into six regions.

An Operational Unit — A National Asset

ResponseResponse  ManagementManagement  PlanPlan

Several key principles for response operations in the United States are:

•Operations conducted in a Mature Theatre

•Emergency Management Structure works well, i.e., Incident Command System

•The Military is not the lead; DoD will always support the local/state emergency responders

•Military response integrated into functional areas, i.e. 15  Emergency Support Functions (ESF):

•Transportation

•Communications

•Public Works and Engineering

•Firefighting

•Emergency management

•Mass care, housing, and human services

•Resource support

•Public health and medical services

•Urban search and rescue

•Oil and hazardous materials response

•Agriculture and natural resources

•Energy

•Public safety and security

•Long-term community recovery and mitigation

•External affairs

•***These ESF are from the NRP which is currently under revision under the National Response Framework

•Terrorism Preparedness & Response Program

•Operations organized and supported using a Tiered Response conducted by Local, State, and Federal responders
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Currently, there are 55 teams (one in each state, 2 in CA, DC, PR, VI, and Guam), but per the National Defense Authorization Act for FY08, the
total of 55 teams was increased to 57 to give FL and NY each an additional team.

2 teams are not certified (VI, Guam)

The Response Management Plan schedule will organize and sequence the CSTs to ensure that sufficient CSTs are available to respond to an
emergency anywhere across the United States. Units will be scheduled on a “BRONZE, SILVER, GOLD” cycle.  In order to focus operational
resource management, planning and coordination efforts, and to narrow the time and distance which a unit will travel, the nation will be divided
into six response sectors. Normally, one certified CST within each of these response regions will be placed in GOLD status and one in SILVER
status. The remaining certified CSTs will be in Bronze Status. CSTs that have not been certified or CSTs not meeting the required readiness
levels will be indicated in BLACK.
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ResponseResponse StatusStatus

• Gold – Immediate Response
• Silver – Reinforcing Response
• Bronze – Stand-by Response
• Black – No Response

GOLD  - Immediate Response (IR) (N+3 hours). This response category requires that the CST deploy the unit from home station within three
hours at C1 status (IAW AR 220-1). The CST is required to deploy an Advanced Echelon (ADVON) of the unit no later than N+1.5 hour (90
minutes), where N is the official time of notification. Prior to movement, the unit must be in receipt of a Warning Order/ Operations Order issued by
the AG or designated action agent. No later than N+3 hours, the entire unit must deploy from home station. The designation for Immediate
Response is GOLD. IR Teams will update the CST Operational Reporting System (ORS) daily at 1200L during duty days and ensure that ORS is
updated when changes occur on non-duty days.

SILVER - Reinforcing Response (RR) (N+24 Hours). This response category requires that the CST deploy the unit from home station within 24
hours at C2 status (IAW AR 220-1). A reduced staffing level gives commanders flexibility to send team members to individual training and
authorized leave. Upon receipt of a Warning Order/Operations Order the CST must deploy an ADVON no later than N+12 hours, and the main
body no later than N+24 hours. Teams in SILVER status should be prepared to upgrade to GOLD status within 48 hours of notification. Should the
GOLD Team in a region be deployed on a mission expected to require relief, the SILVER Team will be advanced to GOLD concurrent with the
warning order.

BRONZE - Stand-by Response (SR) (N+72 Hours). This response category requires that the CST deploy the unit from home station within 72
hours at C2 status (IAW AR 220-1). Units assigned in the Stand-by Response category are focused on individual training, equipment preparation,
block leave, execution of the Commander’s training guidance, and State directed missions. In this response category, the unit is afforded a longer
lead-time to transition to deployment for Immediate Response status. Upon receipt of a Warning Order/Operations Order the CST must deploy an
ADVON no later than N+48 hours, and the main body no later than N+72 hours. CSTs in BRONZE will be prepared to upgrade to SILVER status
in 48 hours or GOLD status within 96 Hours.

BLACK - No Response (NR). Teams not able to respond will be identified in No Response status.

The C–1 level indicates that the unit possesses the required resources and is trained to undertake the full wartime mission for which it is
organized or designed. The status of resources and training will neither limit flexibility in methods for mission accomplishment nor increase
vulnerability of unit personnel and equipment. The unit does not require any compensation for deficiencies.

The C–2 level indicates that the unit possesses the required resources and is trained to undertake most of its wartime mission for which it is
organized or designed. The status of resources and training may cause isolated decreases in flexibility in methods for mission accomplishment
but will not increase the vulnerability of the unit under most envisioned operational scenarios. The unit would require little, if any, compensation for
deficiencies.
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ResponseResponse  SpectrumSpectrum

H
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        Specialized Federal Assets  (LD/HD)

Federal Civilian
DoD (Title 10)

Specialized Regional Response Assets
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Pre-Event 24-48 Hours 48-96 Hours 30 DaysFirst 12 Hours

NG CERFP

Incident Private Sector

National Guard

12-24 Hours

Local Emergency Services Mutual Aid
Agreements & Interstate Compacts

 Immediate Response
Reinforcing Response

SA & Joint C2
throughout Tiered Response

JOC JTF-State

JFHQ-State

NGB JOC

WMD CST

NGRF
NGRF

Traditional Forces

NG CERFP x 2

WMD-CST x 5

 Title 32
Title 10

CD

CIP-MAA

NGCE

Key Talking Points –

The National Guard’s response will span from immediate response through reinforcing response.

Ability to mass State and Regional Capabilities to the incident.

Not independent of first responders or Title X (Active Component) rather focused on 6-72 hour window (in the case of CERF-P)

Prior to an incident, various NG capabilities, such as CIP-MAA and CD conduct threat assessment to determine vulnerabilities and
recommend reinforcement actions

WMD-CST will respond within the first 3 hours of an incident, with additional WMD-CST support within 24 hours.

Additional follow-on units to assist in responding to an incident would be the NGRF to provide security and the CERF-P to provide decon,
engineering, and medical support.

NGCE- National Guard Communications Element
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Survey Team Leader (O-3)
NBC Reconnaissance NCO (E-7)
2 – NBC Team Chiefs (E-6)
4 – NBC Team Member (E-5)

Commander
& Deputy

Operations
Team

Administration &
Logistics Team

Medical TeamCommunications
Team

Survey Teams

Unit Commander (O-5)
Deputy Commander (O-4)
First Sergeant (E-8)

Operations Officer (O-3)
Operations NCO-Modeling (E-7)
Asst Operation NCO (E-6)

Logistics NCO (E-7)
Admin NCO (E-6)

Communications Team Chief (E-7)
Information Sys Operator/Analyst (E-7)

Physician Asst (O-4)
Medical Ops Officer (O-3)
Nuc Med Science Officer (O-3)
Medical NCO (E-7)

14 Specialties

22 Title 32 Personnel
- Jointly manned by ARNG and ANG

- FAD 2 Priority

ManningManning

Manning for the CST is a mix of both Army and Air National Guard men and women.  For programming the ratio is 80%/20% (18 Army to 4 Air
NG)

The CST has a wide array of capability.  Although the ‘bench’ for a CST is thin, the teams are not intended to provide a sustained presence at an
incident site.  The 18 hour on site experience of the 2nd CST at the World Trade Center suggests that operational concept was accurate, at least
for that situation.  However, CSTs operated for 7 days using appropriate work/rest cycle during the response.

Fundamentally the CST has been designed to function in concert with an incident commander, while providing timely high-end survey and analytic
capabilities.  In addition, the communications platform, the UCS, has proven to be a versatile, sought after capability.

While a municipality might have capabilities similar to portions of the CST, there currently is no other unit that has the entire spectrum of response
capabilities that train and function as a single entity.

Although not a separate section, the team has an organic decontamination capability to conduct decon operations for itself and a limited number
of first responders.  It does not conduct mass decon operations.

Posse Comitatus Act: The Posse Comitatus Act prohibits military personnel from being used for law enforcement within the United States. As a
result, there have been objections to using the National Guard to support civil authorities in this manner. However, WMD-CST troops are at all
times under the jurisdiction of the state governor (Title 32), a civilian, and serve to assess and evaluate situations in support of civilian authorities.
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• Assigned to the Governor
• Available 24 hours a day/7 days a week
• May be employed in Title 10 or 32 status
• Works in concert with the Joint Task

Force for Civil Support
• Complies with civil protective standards

Operational EmploymentOperational Employment

•Assigned to the Governor for State response to support the local Incident Commander

•Available 24 hours a day/7 days a week for rapid recall/rapid deployment for WMD terrorism response operations in the United States

•May be employed in Title 10 or 32 status as a reserve or reinforcing element for other WMD-CSTs, or as unilateral military support in a State
without a WMD-CST

•Works in concert with the Joint Task Force for Civil Support, as part of the overall national response of local, state, and federal assets

•Complies with civil protective standards, i.e NIOSH/OSHA.  Work in environments contaminated with toxic or weaponized industrial chemicals
and materials, as well as chemical, biological and radiological warfare agents.
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Command Structure (Title 32)Command Structure (Title 32)

Incident Commander  

Local Agencies    

Governor

JTF-CS

State AG

WMD-CST Command Structure (Title 32)

Technical Support 
(SMEs)

National Guard Bureau

State Agencies    

Federal Agencies

DCO

Command

Liaison

Reachback

Legend

WMD-CST

A&L

Personnel Supply

CMD OPS COMMO Medical Survey

ALS

JFHQ-S
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WMD-CST Command Structure (Title 10)

Technical Support 
Node (SMEs)

National Guard Bureau

JTF-CS

NORTHCOM

WMD-CST

President

Legend

Command

Liaison

Reachback

Support

Incident Commander   

Local Agencies     

Governor

State Agencies      

Federal Agencies 

Military Agencies  

OPS A&L

Personnel Supply

CMD COMMO Medical Survey

[PACOM]

ALS

Command Structure (Title 10)Command Structure (Title 10)
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WMD-CST CapabilitiesWMD-CST Capabilities

• Detect and completely characterize suspected WMD
agents/substances

• Provide onsite mobile analytical platform to perform
analysis and characterization of unknown samples and
provide assessment

• Determine the current contaminated area, and assess
current and potential hazards

• Advise civil authorities as to initial casualty medical
management and casualty minimization measures

• Advise civil authorities as to initial agent/site
containment and mitigation measures

•Detect and completely characterize an unknown sample of suspected WMD agents/substances present at an incident site.

•Provide onsite mobile analytical platform to perform analysis and characterization of unknown samples and provide assessment through
reachback capability to designated State and Federal agencies with additional technical expertise.

•Determine the current contaminated area, and assess current and potential hazards to personnel, animals and selected critical infrastructure
features resulting from identified agent/substance presence.

•Advise civil authorities as to initial casualty medical management and casualty minimization measures.

•Advise civil authorities as to initial agent/site containment and mitigation measures.
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WMD-CST Capabilities (WMD-CST Capabilities (concon’’tt))

• Advise civil authorities of potential additional support
assets, and assist with requests for such assets.

• Provide incident-related technical and situational
awareness information to and from nationwide sources

• Link to and augment civil responder communications
systems. Maintain real time operational
communications

• Provide decontamination of assigned personnel and
equipment, and advise IC on setting up a
decontamination site.

•Advise civil authorities as to the capability of potential additional support assets, and assist with requests for such assets.

•Provide incident-related technical and situational awareness information to and from nationwide sources – while at home station, enroute and on
site – through organic communications capabilities.

•Link to and augment civil responder communications systems, as required. Maintain real time operational secure and non-secure
communications with higher headquarters and reachback network.

•Provide decontamination of assigned personnel and equipment, and advise Incident Commander (IC) on setting up a decontamination site.
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WMD-CST Capabilities (WMD-CST Capabilities (concon’’tt))

• Provide preventive medicine, medical surveillance and
EMT-level medical care.

• Rapidly deploy by organic vehicles and/or non-organic
transportation assets

• Command and control WMD-CST elements and
limited augmentation assets, and coordinate
administrative and logistic support to WMD-CST.

• Participate in advanced planning, coordination and
training processes

• Execute the above listed capabilities in accordance
with applicable state and federal laws

•Provide, for assigned personnel only, preventive medicine, medical surveillance and EMT-level medical care.

•Rapidly deploy by organic vehicles and/or non-organic transportation assets (i.e. Air, rail, road, or waterborne).

•Command and control WMD-CST elements and limited augmentation assets, and coordinate administrative and logistic support to WMD-CST.

•Participate in advanced planning, coordination and training processes with potential supported or supporting local, State,
and Federal agencies, other CSTs and/or DoD response elements.

•Execute the above listed capabilities in accordance with applicable state and federal laws within a State, Territory or at a
CONUS military installation when requested.
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• Individual/Institutional
– Civil Support Skills Course, Ft. Leonard

Wood, Missouri
–  Position-specific specialized training

• Team/Unit/Collective
– Home Station
– Centrally conducted ‘LANES’ training
– External evaluation (every 18 months)

• Post Certification
Training/Exercises
– Commander-driven, sustain training level
– Integrated with local and regional first

responders
– NORTHCOM driven exercise participation

Average Specialized training  = 650 hrs

TrainingTraining
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Civilian CertificationsCivilian Certifications

• HazMat Technician
• HAZWOPER
• Medical personnel

– Licensing
– Continuing medical education and

training
• Proficiency training and testing

Also working to get FBI certification on sampling, Laboratory Response Network (LRN) certification on the lab, and ISO (International Standards
Organization) 17025.

Standardization and Evaluation Assistance Team (SEAT) visits every 36 months to ensure administrative compliance with budget, training,
communication, personnel, medical, logistics, and security.
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Mission Essential Task ListMission Essential Task List

• Deploy/Redeploy
• Establish Command Site Operations
• Conduct CBRNE Operations
• Conduct Analytical Operations
• Conduct Information, Command and Control,

Computers and Communications, Reconnaissance,
Space, and Intelligence Operations

• Plan/Maintain/Sustain Continuous Operations
• Conduct Liaison with State/Local and Federal

Agencies
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Operational CategoriesOperational Categories

• Response
• Stand-by
• Assist

Response. Anytime a CST deploys in response to a validated support request from federal, state, or local agencies.

Stand-by. Anytime a CST deploys to provide CST expertise at an event (National Special Security Event (NSSE)) or for the visit of a VIP.

Assist. Includes but not restricted to contingency operations liaison, capabilities briefs, technical assistance, mission reconnaissance, mutual
support on how to minimize vulnerability to a CBRNE incident or as part of a national, state or local WMD Command Post Exercise or Field
Training Exercise where unit capabilities are planned and demonstrated IAW scenario changes.
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• Republican and Democratic
National Conventions

• Presidential Funerals
• Space Shuttle Columbia
• Operation Jump Start
• Major sporting events
• Vigilant Guard
• DHS/CJCS Exercises

– TOPOFF
– Ardent Sentry/Noble Eagle 07

JOC Comms after the Storm 1600

Evacuation Begins - 1730

National/Regional Level Operational Coordination Experience

More than JustMore than Just HurricanesHurricanes

DHS – Department of Homeland Security

CJCS – Chairman of the Joint Chief of Staff
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Prior to FY 04 exercises were not tracked.  In August 2004 Mission definitions were changed to the current
definitions.  This resulted in many events that were previously classified as “response” becoming “stand
by” (i.e. Super Bowls) and events that were “stand by” or “assist” becoming “exercises”.

Missions Tally Missions Tally (as of 15 Oct)(as of 15 Oct)

77350480189-FY02 (27 Teams)

1,01319316147612FY07 (49 Teams)

1,19615221170763FY08 (53 Teams)

138443757-FY02 (9 Teams)

FY03 (27 Teams)

FY04 (32 Teams)

FY05 (32 Teams)

FY06 (42 Teams)

Year

1,11021110349747

1,514292139561,027

Total EventsAssistStand ByResponseExercise

-

-

93769017374

1,268931215122

Operational Categories
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• 80% Commercial off the Shelf (COTS)
Equipment

• Two Pacing Items
– Analytical Laboratory Suite (ALS)
– Unified Command Suite (UCS)

• Advanced Echelon (ADVON) Vehicle

EquipmentEquipment

Equipment procured for the Civil Support program follows (roughly) an 80%/20% mix of Commercial, Off the Shelf, and Type classified military
equipment.

The primary systems involved are the Analytic Laboratory System (ALS) and the Unified Command Suite (UCS).

The analytic functions of the CST utilize ‘cutting edge’ technology, and are intended to provide the CST with the latest available means to perform
their mission.
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(Current System)(Current System)

 Two Class III
Containment Glove Boxes

 HAPSITE GC/MS
 Fluorescent Microscope
 Fourier Transform

Infrared Spectrometry
 Illuminator (Smiths)

 Immunoassay Tickets
 Polymerase Chain Reaction

 RAPIDS (Idaho Tech)

 Generator and Converter
 Refrigerator
 Digital transmission link to

UCS

The WMD-CSTs are equipped with state-of the art material, equipment, and vehicles.  What distinguished the WMD-CSTs from other NG first
responders is the Unified Command Suite and the Analytical Laboratory System.

Analytical Laboratory System (ALS).  A C-130, air transportable system that uses commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment to conduct
analysis of chemical warfare (CW) agents, toxic industrial materials (TIM), toxic industrial chemicals (TIC) and biological warfare (BW) agents at
an incident site.  The ALS has the capability of establishing communications through the Unified Command Suite (UCS) to local, state, federal
laboratories and other Agencies for confirmatory analysis of suspect agent.

Mission: The ALS provides the capability to the Civil Support Teams to conduct analysis of unknown or potential agents at an incident site and
transmit that information electronically via the UCS in support of the First Responder Incident Commander

GC/MS:  gas chromatographer/mass spectrometer
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(Future System)(Future System)

 One Class III Containment
Glove Box

 Improved GC/MS
 Fluorescent Microscope
 Fourier Transform Infrared

Spectrometry
 Illuminator (Smiths)

 Immunoassay Tickets
 Polymerase Chain Reaction

 JBAIDS (Idaho Tech)
 Electrochemiluminescent

Detector M1M (Rooch)
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Draft Version 1.4

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) –
Civil Support Team (CST) Analytical
Laboratory System (ALS) Capabilities
Production Document (CPD)

19 May 2006 07:31 AM
Page 1

DISASTER
SITE

ANALYTICAL LABORATORY SYSTEM (ALS) Key Capabilities:•P
rovides the capability to perform comprehensive search, survey, surveillance,

and sampling missions for a WMD incident.•P
rovides rapid presumptive identification capability of CB agents/substance at an

incident site•I
nterfaces with state/local civil responders (via UCS) to support unity of effort

and provide situational awareness by reducing first responder information gaps
and communication shortfalls.

ANALYTICAL LABORATORY SYSTEM (ALS)

OV – 1 High-level Operational Concept 

FBI

LOCAL
AUTHORITIES

FIRST
RESPONDERS

INCIDENT
COMMANDER

LOCAL 

STATE
EOC/JOC

USAMRIID

AFRRI

NGIC

DTRA

SBCCOM

USAMRICD

SME BASE 

UCS

WMD-CST
TOC

ALS

JOC
JTF-CS

NORTHCOMPACOM FEMA

SEMA

Incident Command System (ICS) will migrate
into the UCS once federal and state response

assets become available.  Integration of the two
systems will eliminate confusion and will focus

resources on response and mitigation.

Emergency
Management Assistance

Compact (EMAC)

TAG
(SCO)

GOVENOR

National Guard Bureau (NGB) will monitor
missions, readiness and facilitate coordination
with WMD-CST and other agencies to include

training readiness and oversight.

Title 10 Status:  WMD-CST, and the ALS,
will be under the command and control of

NORTHCOM when federalized, and
deployed as part of a federal response

package worldwide.
Title 32 Status:  The WMD-CST, and the

ALS, will be under the command and control
of the SJFHQ, and will deploy in response to
an incident at the local level within their state

on another state through the Emergency
Management Assistance Compact (EMAC)

JOC

NGB

Title 10

Title 32JFHQ
ADJACENT

STATE

JFHQ
STATE

ICS

State
 EOC

DTRA:  Defense Threat Reduction Agency

AFRRI: Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute

NGIC:  National Ground Intelligence Center

SBCCOM: Soldier and Biological Chemical Command. Effective 9 October 2003, SBCCOM was re-designated into the following
organizations: RDECOM (Research, Development and Engineering Command); CMA(Chemical Materials Agency); GUARDIAN
BRIGADE; PM NBC(PM Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Defense); and SSC(Soldiers System Center).

JTF-CS:  Joint Task Force – Civil Support

USAMRIID:  U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases

USAMRICD:  US Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense

SCO:  State Coordinating Officer

EOC:  Emergency Operations Center
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Unified Command Suite (UCS)Unified Command Suite (UCS)

Radios
HF/UHF/VHF
SATCOM
INMARSAT
Phones
DSN/Commercial
Data
NIPRNET
SIPRNET
Video
Collaborative Video
Conferencing Tools
Interoperability
ACU-1000

Unified Command Suite (UCS).  A vehicle which is a highly mobile, self-contained, stand-alone C-130 air mobile communications platform
intended to provide both voice and data communications capabilities to CST Commanders and Incident Commanders. The UCS consists of a
combination of Commercial off the shelf (COTS) and existing Government off the shelf (GOTS) communications equipment (both secure and non-
secure data) to provide the full range of communications necessary to support the CST mission provides real-time voice, data, and video
connectivity (classified and unclassified) between CST members, local and state emergency response agencies, lead federal agencies and
supporting military activities. It is the primary means of reach back communications for the Analytical Laboratory System (ALS) for the CSTs, and
acts as a command and control hub to provide a common operational picture for planning and executing an incident response.  The UCS provides
the reachback communications for connectivity with higher authority and technical support agencies, allowing CST commanders the ability to
assess the incident scene, advise response, and facilitate access to DoD information in support to the First Responder Incident Commander.  The
UCS operates in both urban and undeveloped areas, using portable and fixed equipment.

The is the Unified Command Suite, built by the Special Communication Requirements Branch of NAVAIR (Naval Air Systems Command), to
provide not only interface across the varied first responder frequencies and other response organizations, but also communications to command
and control agencies and technical support.  This reachback to technical support adds tremendous capabilities for the incident commander.  The
CST team acts as the on-site observers for experts from around the country and can take the samples, readings, and observations those experts
need to provide invaluable assistance to the incident commander.
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Communication HubCommunication Hub

Through the UCS, the WMD CST can reach back to experts in NBC response at a number of agencies and can connect to key modeling and
simulation capabilities at labs throughout the United States.  This connection is provided through downlink stations maintained by Fort Belvoir, VA
and Fort Bragg, NC.

The Unified Command Suite provides not only interface across the varied first responder frequencies and other response organizations, but also
communications to command and control agencies and technical support.  This reachback to technical support adds tremendous capabilities for
the incident commander.  The CST team acts as the on-site observers for experts from around the country and can take the samples, readings,
and observations those experts need to provide invaluable assistance to the incident commander.
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CST Key Capabilities:
• Detect and completely characterize an unknown sample of suspect ed WMD substance present at an incident site
• Determine the current contaminated area, and assess current and potential hazards to personnel and infrastructure resulting fro m 
substances present
• Advise civil authorities as to initial agent/site containment a nd mitigation measures.
•Advise civil authorities as to the capability of potential addit ional support assets, and assist with requests for such assets

ALS

Local
Authorities

National Guard Bureau (NGB) will monitor 
response missions, recommend readiness 

to the CJCS, and facilitate coordination 
with WMD -CSTs.

ICS

Emergency Management 
Assistance Compact (EMAC)

SJFHQ
ADJACENT

STATE

Lead Agency
SEMA
FEMA
FBI

TAG
(SCO)

STATE
GOVERNOR

INCIDENT
COM M ANDER

NORTHCOM

Title 10

Title 32

WMD-CST 
OV-1 High -Level Operational View Concept

PRIMARY INFORMATION FLOW
(VOICE/DATA/INTERNET/MSAT)

VOIP/CELL PHONE (SECONDARY/BACKUP)

COMMAND

LIAISON
FEDERAL/DOD

STATE

LEGEND: ORGANIZATIONS AND INFORMATION FLOWS

INCIDENT
SITE

WMD -CST 
SURVEY TM

WMD -CST 
OPS

JTF -CS

JOC

NGBJOC

STATE EOC

SJFHQ
STATE

PACOM

WMD -CST

TOC

DTRA

UCS

Other SME Reachback Bases
USAMRIID
USAMRICD
RDECOM
NGIC
AFRRI
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JTF-CSJTF-CS
HQHQ

POLICEPOLICE

FIREFIRE

MEDMED

INCIDENTINCIDENT
COMMANDCOMMAND

SurveySurvey

RTFRTF
HQHQ

STATESTATE
JOCJOC

CB/RRTCB/RRT

EPLOEPLO

DCO/DCO/
DCEDCE

TEUTEU

Technical
Reachback

JDOMSJDOMS
NORTHCOMNORTHCOM

Expert
Advice &
Assistance

•RDECOM
•DTRA
•USAMRIID
•USAMRICD
•NMRI
•AFRRI
•NGIC
•Others

CBIRFCBIRF OthersOthers

WMDWMD
CSTCST

ReachbackReachback System System

Reachback includes
Secure & Non-Secure
Voice, Video, and
Data Connectivity to:

• Local Responders
• Incident Commander
• National Guard

Elements
• DTRA and other

supporting technical
assets

Through the chain of
command to:

• Regional Task Forces
• DCCO/DCE
• JTF-CS
• CBIRF
• NORTHCOM
• JDOMS

NGBNGB
JOCJOC

Through the UCS, the WMD CST can reach back to experts in NBC response at a number of agencies and can connect to key modeling and
simulation capabilities at labs throughout the United States.  This connection is provided through downlink stations maintained by Fort Belvoir, VA
and Fort Bragg, NC.

The Unified Command Suite provides not only interface across the varied first responder frequencies and other response organizations, but also
communications to command and control agencies and technical support.  This reachback to technical support adds tremendous capabilities for
the incident commander.  The CST team acts as the on-site observers for experts from around the country and can take the samples, readings,
and observations those experts need to provide invaluable assistance to the incident commander.
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SurveySurvey

Medical (MERV)Medical (MERV)

Opns and Admin &Opns and Admin &
LogLog

– Large SUV-type vehicles with pre-installed communications
– Transport personnel and equipment

Tactical Vehicle FleetTactical Vehicle Fleet

Command (ADVON)Command (ADVON)

Vehicles are GSA leased, primarily to reduce the unit maintenance signature.
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Advanced Echelon (ADVON) VehicleAdvanced Echelon (ADVON) Vehicle

• Communications while mobile
and stationary
• Voice/Data/Fax
• Handheld radios in hands-free

operation mode
• Satellite Phone

• Higher Speed Data when
stationary
• Internet/VoIP

• Information gathering
• Local TV news
• XM Radio news
• Local Radio News
• Internet News
• Navigation System

Vehicle-SUV-Chevy Suburban
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Equipment Mix - StandardEquipment Mix - Standard

• Cell phones, pagers
• Computer equipment
• Global Positioning Systems
• Organizational Clothing & Individual Equipment (OCIE)

– JSLIST
– M40 Field Protective Mask

Computer          GPS          JSLIST                M40 Mask

The equipment listed in the next few slides are not exhaustive.

JSLIST – Joint Service Lightweight Integrated Suit Technology
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Equipment Mix - StandardEquipment Mix - Standard

• Standard chemical defense equipment for chemical and
biological warfare agents and nuclear/radiological material
– ICAM, ACADA, M8A1 Chemical Agent Alarm, M256A1

Chemical Agent Detector Kit, M8/M9 Chemical Detector Paper
– Dry Filter Units, Hand Held Assays
– PDR-77, VDR-2, UDR-13, TLD

ACADA                M256A1             DFU              PDR-77

ICAM:  improved chemical agent monitor

ACADA:  Automatic Chemical Agent Alarm

TLD:  Thermoluminescent Dosimeter
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UNCLASSIFIED Equipment Mix Equipment Mix ––
Non-Standard or WMD UniqueNon-Standard or WMD Unique

• Hapsite GC/MS
• M-Gator
• HazMatID Chemical Identifier
• Level A and Level B Ensembles for hazardous

material protection

HAPSITE          M-GATOR     HazMatID
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UNCLASSIFIED Equipment Mix Equipment Mix ––
Non-Standard or WMD UniqueNon-Standard or WMD Unique

• Ahura First Defender
• Biocapture BT-650
• RADIP PCR
• AreaRae and MultiRae
• GammaSpec

BioCapture BT-650 RAPID PCR        AreaRAE         GammaSpec

Ahura First Defender

RAPID PCR:  Ruggedized Advanced Pathogen Identification Device Polymerase Chain Reaction
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• Responses within 250 miles radius of
unit location, generally deploys using
organic vehicles.

• Deployment greater than 250 miles,
airlift may be essential

• Situation, weather conditions, and
urgency influence decisions to self-
deploy or move by air assets

Methods of DeploymentMethods of Deployment
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• 22 Personnel, 8 Vehicles and 2 Trailers
– Approximately weight: 80,540 lbs

• Aircraft required to lift the team
– 6 C-130s
– 2 C-17
– 1 C-5

Airlift RequirementsAirlift Requirements
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 CST Loaded on a C-17
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LTC Michael J. Stewart
Chief, Future Operations Division
(703) 607-2061
mike.stewart@ng.army.mil

LtCol Keith Bauder
Chief, Standardization & Evaluation Branch
(703) 607-0011
keith.bauder@us.army.mil

Points of ContactPoints of Contact
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Questions?

“The National Guard will be the operational force for Homeland Defense”
- White House, Homeland Security Council   February 2006



 



 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear and high-yield Explosive (CBRNE) 

Enhanced Response Force Package (CERFP) 

CERFP Mission: To provide immediate response capability to the governor 
including: incident site search capability of damaged buildings, rescuing 
trapped casualties, providing decontamination, and performing medical triage 
and initial treatment to stabilize patients for transport to medical facilities.  
 
Overview: The CERFP is comprised of four elements staffed by personnel 
from already established National Guard units. Elements include: search and 
extraction, decontamination, medical, and command and control. The 
command and control team directs the overall activities of the CERFP, and 
coordinates with the Joint Task Force–State (JTF-State) and the incident 
commander. The search and extraction element is assigned to an Army 
National Guard Engineering Company, the decontamination element is 
assigned to an Army National Guard Chemical Company, and the medical 
element is assigned to an Air National Guard Medical Group. Security duties 
for the incident site and the four CERFP elements are performed by the state 
National Guard Response Force.   

“The successful integration of civilian and military cultures and capabilities 
has long been one of the strengths of the National Guard.”                                                        
   ~LTG Steven Blum, Chief, National Guard Bureau 

 

 

 

 

Elements 
 
Command and Control Team 
 
• Directs and deploys the overall 

activity of the CERFP 
 
• Reports to the JTF-State and 

the incident commander 
 

Search and Extraction Team 
 
• Conducts casualty search and 

rescues at incident sites 
 
• Extracts victims 
 
• Lifts and moves debris and 

heavy items using ropes, 
chains, wires or cranes 
(rigging) 

 
• Uses equipment designed to 

support  the sides of an 
excavation and  prevent cave-
ins (shoring) 

 
Decontamination Team 
 
• Conducts site selection 
 
• Establishes log-in and log-out 

procedures 
 
• Conducts clothing removal 
 
• Ambulatory and non-

ambulatory decontamination 
 
Medical Team 
 
• Performs medical triage and 

initial treatment 
 
• Provides emergency medical 

treatment 
 
• Provides medical transport 
 
• Stages for military and civilian 

evacuation 
 
• Provides medical support to 

patient decontamination and 
search and extraction 

 
 
Locations: The initial establishment of CERFPs placed at least one in each of 
the 10 FEMA regions. As of March 2007, there are currently 12 validated 
CERFPs with five additional units authorized and funded by Congress. 
 
 

Learn More: 
http://www.ngb.ngb.army.mil/features/HomelandDefense/cerfp/factsheet.html 

 
For more information contact NGB Public Affairs (Media Desk) 703-607-2584 

 Current as of May 21, 2007 
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National Guard 

CBRNE ENHANCED RESPONSE 

FORCE PACKAGE

(NG CERFP)
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Key Dates

• May 03---Chief NGB Directed Standup of a ―CBIRF‖ like capability in the 
National Guard

• August 04---12 States stood-up a capability to respond to a CBRNE 
incident with the ability to perform mass casualty decon and medical 
treatment and triage

– Note: All 12 passed an External Evaluation Administered by 1st and 5th

Army

• Oct 05---States completed Search and Extraction training 

• Dec 05 – Dec 06---NGB & ARNORTH updated T&EO for Mass Casualty 
Decontamination and drafted T&EO for C2, Medical and Search and 
Extraction

• FY 06---Congressional Action Directed the establishment of five additional 
NG CERFP teams for a total of 17 (Authorization Act)
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Key Dates (cont.)

• May 06---NGB obtained JROC approval of NG CERFP capability

• June 06---CNGB announced the 5 New States, Oct 07 Projected date for 
validation

• September 06--- NGB, ARNORTH & JITC-E conducted Decon & Medical 
MTT pilot course at Camp Dawson

• November 06---NGB J3 requested ARNORTH Support in the External 
Evaluation of the 5 New States  

• December 06---Finalized T&EO and drafted CERFP JMET

• Sep 07---Three of five New States passed EXEVAL and was validated by 
TAG, (Remaining two validated April & June 08)

• FOC--- March 09 for NG CERFP 
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NG CERFP

NG CERFP is a Validated Program with an Approved 

Mission.  CJCS Validated CERFP as a Joint 

Capability and Requested DoD Fund the Program in 

the 08-13 POM—Which the Services have done!  

JROCM signed 17 August, 2006
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5

CASUALTY

EXTRACTION
DECON MEDICAL

CERFP

Command & Control

FATALITY

SEARCH AND

RECOVERY

(FSRT)

MTOE 

Eng CO

(50 Pax)

MTOE 

Chem 

CO

(75 Pax)

ANG 

Medical 

Group

(45 Pax)

MTOE

BN HQ C2

(16 Pax)

ANG 

Recovery

Team

(11 Pax)

CERFP  Mission/Organization

KEY CHARACTERISTICS:

• Dual missioned and modular 

• Comprised of NG Army and Air personnel

• On M-Day status until activated

• 186 M- Day personnel and 5 Title 32 full time AGRs 

• At least one CERFP in each FEMA Region

• Specialized training for a WMD environment, equipment meets NIOSH / OSHA standards

• Utilized in SAD, Title 32 or Title 10  

MISSION: O/O responds to chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, or high yield 

explosive (CBRNE) incident and assists local, state, and federal agencies in conducting 

consequence management by providing capabilities to conduct patient /mass casualty 

decontamination, emergency medical services, and casualty search and extraction.
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6

Command and Control Element

Task Force C2

--Provide command and control, recall and assemble Forces in the Joint 

Operations Area

--Personnel recalled and ready to deploy within 6 hours of notification

--Operates within the National Incident Management System and conduct 

incident operations
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7

C2/Command Element

• TASKS:

– Provide command and control

– Conduct planning and coordination

– Issue Orders

– Conduct Incident Operations

– Establish Area of Operations

– Establish Communications Operations

– Conduct Sustainment Operations

– Conduct Deployment Operations 

– Conduct Redeployment Operations
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Search and Extraction Element

MTOE Engineer Company

--Specialized equipment meets NIOSH/OSHA standards

--Trained to operate within the National Incident Management System

--Receive NFPA certified training to operate in confined space collapsed structure 

Listening Device

Thermal Imaging Camera

Extraction Tool Kit
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Search and Extraction Element

• TASKS:

– Conduct Extraction Operations

– Conduct Rope Rescue Operations

– Conduct Lifting And Loading Operations

– Conduct Search Operations

– Conduct Confined Space Rescue Operations
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Mass Casualty Decontamination  Element

MTOE Chemical Company

Chemical / Radiological Monitoring-AmbulatoryPowered Air Purified Respirator

--Force sizing and special equipment designed to support a throughput of 75 non-ambulatory and 

225 ambulatory per hour

--Establish CBRNE response decontamination site
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Decontamination Element

• TASKS:

– Establish CBRNE Response Decontamination Site

– Conduct Ambulatory & Non-ambulatory Clothing Removal,
Decontamination, Monitoring, And Redress Operations 

– Establish Equipment And Personnel Property Decontamination Stations

– Establish And Maintain A Hazardous Waste Site In Support Of Casualty 
Decontamination

– Sustain Operations Over An Extended Period Of Time To Include 
Inclement Weather And Limited Visibility 
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Medical Element

Air National Guard Medical Group

--Provide medical triage & stabilization and treat CBRNE casualties

--Ten medical personnel participate in confined space collapsed structure operations
--Supports a throughput of 75 non-ambulatory and 225 ambulatory per hour
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Medical Element

• TASKS:

– Conduct Casualty Collection

– Provide Triage 

– Treat CBRNE Casualties

– Provide Emergency Medical Care

– Treat Unit Casualties
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14

Fatality Search and Recovery Team

• Capability to conduct search and recovery of fatalities to be turned over to the IC

• Training to the HAZMAT Operations Level

• FSRT also operate in Level B PPE with PAPR  
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15

• TASKS:

– Search for Fatalities

– Fatality Recovery 

– Turn over the IC

Fatality Search and Recovery Team
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Bridging Capability

Incident

0-06 Hours 72-96 Hours06 -72 Hours

Capability Gap -

Extraction, Decon, Med 

Triage and Treat 

C
E R F

P

Local and State 
First 
Responders

Federal Response

Military Response 

(NG Forces)

Military Response

(Title 10 Forces)

CERFP:

A regional Task Force with the capability to extract victims from a contaminated 

Environment, perform patient / casualty decontamination and medical  triage and treatment 

in support of civil or military authorities

• M-Day (traditional Guard) status until activated

• Utilization in State Active Duty, Title 32 or Title 10

• 5 AGRs per CERFP (2 Majors, 3 E7s)

First Military Force to Arrive

Last to Depart
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Bridging Capability

Incident

0 - 6 Hours 72-96 Hours6 -72 Hours

Capability Gap -

Extraction, Decon, Med 

Triage and Treat 

C
E R F

P

Local and State 
First 
Responders

Federal Response

Military Response 

(NG Forces)

Military Response

(Title 10 Forces)

Alert Options:

• Option 1---Recall per CERFP CONOPS, ready to deploy NLT 6 hrs 

after notification, i.e. planned emergency deploy scenario

• Option 2---Recalled and Pre-positioned, i.e.. NSSE

• Option 3---Recalled and placed on “stand-by” at Home Station 

Armories/Hangers (Imminent Threat notification)

UNCLASSIFIED

First Military Force to Arrive

Last to Depart
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N+0     N+1.5             N+3<         N+6                        N+8 < N+ 12                    

Assembly Area

Or

NG CERFP Main

Deploys to Assembly Area or Staging Area

Incident Site

Staging Area

Local & State 

First Responders

NG CERFP

Hot Zone

CST

MAIN
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NG CERFP

CERFP

Tier II & III Response

Operations

N+6 to N+72 Hours

Concept of Operation Response Timeline

CSTs & NG CERFP Provide  A Phased Capability

• CSTs detect and identify CBRNE agents/substances, assess the effects and advise 

the local authorities on Managing the effects of the attack and assist with request for 

other forces 

• CERFPs locate and extract victims from a contaminated environment, perform 

medical triage and treatment, and perform mass patient/casualty decontamination

UNCLASSIFIED
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Hot Zone Warm Zone
Incident Command  Post

Wind Direction

NG CERFP Operations

Cold Zone

WMD-CST monitoring      

WMD-CST monitoring      

CERFP Search & Extraction

With Integrated Medical Personnel

Medical Monitoring

as needed

Chemical / Radiological 

Monitoring-Ambulatory

WMD-CST

Survey Team

WMD-CST

Survey Team
Civilian Patient 

Evacuation

Medical Treatment

Non-Ambulatory

transport

Medical Triage
Casualties Collection

CERFP Decon

UNCLASSIFIED
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VI

PR

TX

CA

MT

AZ

ID

NV

NM

CO

OR

UT IL

WY

KS

IA
NE

SD

MN

ND

OK

FL

WI

MO

WA

GAAL

MI

AR

IN

LA

PA

NC

NY

MS

TN

VA
KY

OH

SC

ME

WV

VT

NH

MD

NJ

MA

CTRegion V

Canada

Mexico

AK

Region VI

Region IX

Region X

Region VIII

Region VII

Region IV

Region III

Region II

Region I

RI

DE

DC

Hawaii
Region IX

CERFP Locations

FEMA Region Boundaries

CERFP States

Rationale for 17 CERFPs:  At least one in each FEMA Region

with three in Regions 3&5 (PA, WV, VA / IL, OH, MN) to provide

coverage for high population density in the N/NE and NCR 

support; two in Region IX (HI & CA) based on population 

density & geographic location; two in Regions 4 & 7 

(GA, FL/ NE, MO) to support SE population density and provide 

capability to leverage in the event of a catastrophe such as 

Katrina.  Redundant CERFPs ensure capability is available 

for each FEMA region which mitigates risk associated with  

military force generation models. 
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151200ZSEP08)

Current CERF-P Concept

17 Teams cover 79% of  CONUS Population within 250 mile radius

(5 hour driving time)
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General Situation

• The NG CERFP will operate within the State’s Emergency 
Management Incident Command (IC) System.

• NG CERFP will not be in the lead but in a supporting role when 
requested via the Emergency Management System.

• Operations will be organized and supported using a tiered response of 
Local, State, and Federal responders.

• NG CERFP will work in coordination with other military forces and 
commands as part of the overall national response of local, State and 
Federal Assets.

• NG CERFP may be pre-positioned at designated locations in 
anticipation of a potential CBRNE situation i.e. a possible threat based 
on current Intel or at a designated National Special Security Event 
(NSSE) 
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General Situation (cont.)

• If federalized, the CERFP falls under the operational control of the 

supported COCOM.

• Forces employed may also include the WMD CSTs, EMEDS, Combat 

Service Support, Chemical, Engineering and other elements required 

for emergency support.
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NG CERFP Training

• Individual Training

– FEMA Hazardous Materials Operations (40 hrs) 

– FEMA NIMS Courses (8 hrs)

– NIMS ICS 300 (C2&LNO)

• Specialized Training

– Basic Casualty Extraction Course,

Oklahoma City, OK (60 hrs)

– Collapse Specialist Course , OK(32 hrs)

– Extraction Mission Staff Planning (24 hrs)

– Mass Casualty Decon Training (24 hrs)

• Collective  Training  (Annually) 

- 2 Regional Exercises

• External evaluation  (every 24-36 months) 

- Conducted by JITEC with support as requested 
from ARNORTH 27
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DECONC2S&E MED

 16 Total Vehicles

•15 x  F-350

•1 x Suburban with Commo 

•14 x White Trailers

Interim Transportation Strategy
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PAPR (Powered Air Purified Respirator)

• Provides user with constant, 

filtered airflow and positive 

pressure

• Reduces inhalation hazards
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Listening Device

• Magnifies faint or distant sounds

• Can hear sounds 100 yards away

• Tape record what you hear

• Adjustable volume

• Automatic safety shutoff at 95 

decibels

• Powered by 1.9 volt battery 

• Battery last approximately 40 hours

• Total weight 28oz

• Uses include search and rescue, law 

enforcement, personal security
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Thermal Imaging Camera

• 30 second Start Up time

• Human Size Target Detection Range-
1200’

• Video Output to Television

• Rechargeable 6VDC-4 Included

• Standby mode

• Battery life 3hrs plus

• Weight 2.3 Pounds

• Tripod Mountable

• Thermal Images through walls can 
assist  Search And Rescue teams in 
locating victims, can detect high heat 
output; I.e. fires, can detect personnel 
behind walls that may pose a threat to 
NGCERFP personnel
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Shelter and Roller Systems
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Casualty Backboard System
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NG CERFPs

Questions
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